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Chapter Three

WORK RELATIONS, SIMPLE COMMODITY PRODUCTION

AND CAPITALIST PRODUCTION

3.I INTRODUCTION

The theory of simple commodity production is not fully accepted even though some of the

arguments which Friedmann (1978a,1978b, 1980) used to develop the concept are utilised by

her critics to support their analysis of causation in agrarian change (eg, Buttel and LaRamee

1991). Similarly, there is little consensus about the labour characteristics of capitalist farms and

family farms. This part of the debate remains largely as Ghorayshi delimited it in 1986, and

arbitrary classifications continue to be used (eg, Roberts 1994). Labour, and its commodification

or non-commodification, is the most contentious variable in these debates. For Marx, labour was

the pre-eminent analytical variable.

Marx used wage labour as the central feature of capitalist production not only
because he viewed the wage/labour capital relation as the basis for exploitation and,
hence, profit but also because such a form of production in which all factors of
production - from machinery to raw materials to labour - were commoditised made
possible the calculation of an average rate of profit. This calculation provides the
basis upon which capitalist investments are made (Mann 1987:228).

Although as Chayanov identified,

... such a calculation is not possible on the basis of family labour; and, consequently,
non-capitalist units of production utilise different decision-making processes as the
basis for the continuation of their production (Chayanov 1924:4-6, as quoted in
Mann 1987:228).

In the debate about the subsumption and reproduction of family farms, labour is relegated by
Whatmore et al. (1987a) to be but one of a group of variables including ownership, land tenure,

credit relations, technology relations, and input and output linkages. In general, subsumption is

assumed to be occurring and it is only the degree and types of subsumption that are considered

by these writers. The inherent characteristics of family-based commodity production, the actual

operation of credit relations, and mechanisms such as intergenerational transfer are not
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considered in this schema. In short, even though the framework used is described as a functional

typology, functional characteristics are ignored. I argue in this chapter that understanding the

functional characteristics and dynamics of work relations and forms of production is a key factor

in the understanding of agrarian change. These functional characteristics revolve around the

enterprise and the worker. Drawing on the discussion of units of analysis in Section 2.2,these

functional relations spring from the derivation of the income of workers and the characteristics of

the enterprises involved, and from the position, structure and role of these enterprises within

both the immediate sphere of agricultural production, processing and marketing and within the

wider operation of economy and society.

The research design adopted in this thesis also requires a lessening of, or at least accounting for,

paradigmatic and ideological influences, most of which are Manist in this field of research. A

possible solution to this problem of ideology is to begin the conceptual process one step further

back from these systemic influences. An empirical beginning, not in the sense of the paradigmatic

meanings attached to the word, but in the sense of the concrete level of day-to-day experience as

a point of departure, is therefore a prerequisite. Accordingly, this chapter begins by considering

the characteristics of different types of workers and of their associated types of enterprises.

Two theoretical and analytical frameworks are developed, a typology of work relations and the

concept of forms of production. Each framework supports the other via demonstrably functional

relationships, that is, defining work relations defines forms of production and vice versa. This

joint conceptualisation integrates workers and enterprises and simultaneously provides a

concrete linkage between high order theory and the empirical world, something which is often

missing in the literature on agrarian change.

I develop the typology of work relations in the first substantive section. In the second section, I

discuss the flexibility of different types of workers and why this is of critical importance in the

production of agricultural commodities. My contention is that particular types of workers are

better suited than others to the production of different commodities. I then reconceptualise

simple commodity production as a new form of production which is distinctive to capitalism and

dependent on the existence ofgeneralised exchange relations. I contend that the concrete

realisation of simple commodity production can be established, apart from its logical conception.

In the following section,I detail the characteristics of simple commodity producers and capitalist

producers.

The characterisation of simple commodity production and capitalist production as distinctive

forms of production can only be found, according to Friedmann (1980), in approximated forms

in any empirical investigation. In this reality the literature, where it acknowledges that simple

commodity production exists, strongly suggests that there is a grey area between the two forms

of production. This is when simple comrnodity producers hire non-family wage workers. Section

3.6 considers the arguments over the possibility of these in-between categories. It also considers
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the processes by which one form of production becomes another - the transformation between

one form of production and another. Marxist analysts attempt to situate the persistence of
property-owning farmers, who provide most of their own labour, within a theoretical schema

which defines family farms as transitory phenomena on the way to fully capitalist agriculture.

This discussion offers insights into the interpretation of the existence and entry of different

forms of production in the industries under investigation in this study.

Although important elements of this conceptualisation are new, such as the typology of work

relations, the use of the typology in the reconceptualisation of forms of production, and the

matching of biophysical conditions of production with different types of workers, Friedmann's

work on forms of production is significant to this research. An analysis of the critique and

support for Friedmann's formulations is therefore included in this chapter (Section 3.7). The two

most prominent critiques are discussed in detail - Chevalier (1983) who focuses on the

commodification of labour, and Goodman and Redclift (1985) who critique the whole concept of
simple commodity production.

To complete the conceptual framework for this research, I argue that modern sharecroppers are

better theorised as simple commodity producers, rather that as a form of production particular to

the peasantry, os Friedmann (1980) avers in her preliminary argument. Unlike simple commodity

production, sharecroppers do not own the land they work but they do own the production

contract associated with that land. Sharecroppers are classed as owner-operators of on-farm

contracts according to the typology of work relations. The key points of discussion are whether

or not sharecroppers, to be categorised as simple commodity producers, have to own the land

they farm, in what form their income is derived, and whether or not an agricultural ladder exists.

In the conclusion I discuss the major points to emerge from the analysis in this chapter, and

formalise the analytical framework for the empirical work which follows.

3.2 WORKERS AND ENTERPRISES

The word work is used to describe such a wide diversity of relations that Pahl ( 1984: 17) is

prompted to say that'... the word is being asked to do too much.' In today's context, people

often go out to work and come home to someone (usually a partner) who rs not working. But

people at home are working, as are people who do voluntary work. The word work cannotbe

confined to people who receive income. In its widest sense, work is the very existence of people

as they work or labour to knowingly transform their environment in the quest for reproduction

(Sayer 1979). As such, work of any sort is a social act and people are engaged in social relations

of production by their very existence as they transform nature.
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A basic differentiation of work is whether it is unpaid or remunerated in some form. From this,

five generic types of agrarian worker can be identified (Figure 3.1). Unpaid work can be work

contributing directly to production of goods and/or services for sale, voluntary work within the

community, or reproductive work. Unpaid work mostly takes place within the context of family

or between families within communities, as in the case of voluntary work. Work which generates

income on the other hand is either based on wages or is self-generated as profits from

entrepreneurial activity. In addition, work from which an income is derived, is either family-

based or not, that is, a person either works for his or her family enterprise, is employed by the

family enterprise, works for another family enterprise, or works for a non-family enterprise

(Table 3.1).

Figure 3.1 Basic types of workers
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Table 3.1 Workers and enterprises

Workers

Types of enterprise Family Non-family

Family-based ,1. *

Non-family-based :1. rt

Many other differentiations are possible, by gender, duration and frequency of work (Figure

3.2), by location, by the number of jobs held, and by the types of work done in those jobs

(occupation and industry classifications). These differentiations all provide knowledge of
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concrete or actual types of workers, and analysis of data based on these categories both allows a

description of the patterns of different work types, and provides a starting point in explaining

how these patterns are generated. However, causal explanation can usually only be developed

through theory and the confirmation of ideas in the concrete world rather than purely through

inference from data (Sayer 1984). I suggest that a typology of work relations, where work

relations are the generic types of workers, their employment contracts and their work practices,

should be the first step in this process. Existing literatures fail to address the full range and

complexity of work relations in the agrarian sector and the way in which these are integral to

different types of enterprises. The first point of focus by researchers is almost always the

enterprise or capital. For those who have focussed on agricultural labour in the First World (Ball

1986, 1987; Errington 1985, 1990), the focus is on only one particular type of labour such as

wage, intermittent, casual, seasonal or contracting.

Figure 3.2 Differentiation of workers by gender, and duration and frequency of work
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Significant progress in explaining agrarian change has resulted from the development of
typologies. Some agrarian typologies such as that by Bertrand (1958) are based on the available

database (United States Agricultural Census classifications in this case) rather than being

theoretically developed and functionally based, a necessity according to Goss, Rodefeld and

Buttel (1980), Sayer (1984) and Whatmore, Munton, Little and Marsden (1987a). Whatmore e/

al. (1987a) used this argument to develop their relational typology of farm production relations

in Britain. The major complaint they had against the two existing and influential typologies of
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Stinchcombe (1962) and Rodefeld (1978) were that they equated '... single, observable features

of the farm business with structural Wpes' (Whatmore et al. 1987a:26) instead of basing the

classification on underlying processes. Stinchcombe focused on property rights while Rodefeld

focused on ownership of the means of production and control over the production process. The

typology of work relations presented here satisfies the Whatmore et al. criticism in presenting a

functional categorisation of all agrarian workers. The typology is developed on an incremental

basis (Figure 3.3).

Figure 3.3 Work relations in the agrarian sector
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forms of production is situated. However, unpaid family labour remains an important part of the

total labour supply in many farming systems in many countries because of the way these

workers are able to make a contribution.

This typology differentiates income earning workers by asking the critical question for labour as

a generic input to production: "how does a worker derive income?" The first questions to which

workers need answers are: how they will get paid and what is the source of the income. This the

case whether they derive the income from wages or from profits, and whether they are

managerial or not. This is the crux of either gaining employment or setting-up or buying an

enterprise. This being the case, these questions provide a strong functional basis for a typology.

Income from work can be divided into either wage income from being employed or enterprise

income from self-employment. Income is derived either from working for an enterprise for

wages, that is for someone else, or by working for oneself. The incentives to work and the

incentives for productivity during work differ for each of these two generic types of work. The

wage worker labours for another's profit as well as for his or her wage. In contrast, all the work

effort in self-employment is for the benefit of the owner of that enterprise, the owner-operator.

Any productivity is directly and wholly gathered by this person or family. Against this

proposition, Marxist scholars such as Mooney (1983, 1986, 1988) argue that those who work

for themselves are actually working partly for the banks, equipment suppliers and other non-

farm interests. This is because their focus is on the existence of two separate classes and the

inherent antagonisms between them as each seeks a greater share of the income generated by the

work of the labourer in the economic activity of the enterprise (Grint 1991). For capitalist

enterprises, this conflict deflects some of the work energy, both physical and intellectual, away

from the benefit of the enterprise and directs it towards management control programs for the

workers. Other efficiencies aside, this means lower productivity by the capitalist producer

compared to those that do not have to cover the costs of resolving these problems.

All agrarian workers other than wage workers earn enterprise profits. This group can be

differentiated in several ways, each of which is a functional component of the agrarian sector.

The owner-operators of farms are a distinctive type because of their combination of ownership

of land and enterprise. This is mostly organised on a family basis but includes individual owner-

operators. This type includes share-farmers, that is multi-family enterprises. Earnings for these

workers are by profits from the farm enterprise and possibly also from pluriactivity. Farm

labour is provided mostly by the farm family with recourse to labour markets when necessary

due to life cycle (Friedmann 1978a) or enterprise cycle (Moran, Blunden and Greenwood 1993),

or as a matter of course due to the scale of operations of the farm. Mooney (1988) argues that

contract farmers are little different from wage workers because all the conditions of production

are prescribed for these farmers, making them effectively wage workers. However, Mann (1990)

differentiates owner-operators from contract farmers on the basis that although contract farmers
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have little control over the methods of production or the commodity produced, they still own

their farms which provide the basis of production even if indebted, and they own the commodity

produced. But she does acknowledge that different types of contract farmers (and therefore class

positions) exist as in, for example, the poultry-rearing industry compared to cropping. Whatever

is the variance in types of owner-operators, and I shall return to these later in this chapter, they

are still all part of the category of owner-operators.

Enterprise owners that are not land owners can then be differentiated into those tied to one

particular farm or pieces of land and those servicing many farms. Those tied to one farm can be

classed as owner-operators of farm contracts, typified by sharemilkers in New Zealand and

sharecroppers and tenant farmers in the United States. See Bertrand (1958) or Mooney (1988)

for descriptions of different types and classes (respectively) of tenant farmers. I contend that

sharecroppers should not be confused with wage workers, a major point of debate in the

literature. Robertson defines sharecropping as differing

... significantly from contracts in which the rent for land or the wages for labour are

fixed and do not vary with output; nor should it be confused with various forms of
piecework, where labour is engaged for a specific purpose, usually harvesting, and

rewarded proportionally from the total crop (Robertson 1980:41l).

In support of Robertson's argument, Mann, in her 1990 study of sharecroppers inThe Cotton

South, found significant differences between sharecroppers and wage labourers, even though

sharecroppers owned little of the means of production and had minimal control over the

commodities they produced. Sharecroppers own a share of production which determines their

income, or a share of the proceeds of production. They contribute varying levels of operating

equipment and/or livestock towards the farm enterprise, dependent upon the share contract

which they own. Other characteristics also point to differences between sharecroppers and wage

labourers. Sharecroppers have a managerial role, they most often live on the farm where they

hold the contract, and they generally only share on one farm. Types of contract arrangement can

be highly diversified depending on farming system and taxation and legal frameworks.

Sharemilking contracts in New Zealand demonstrate the range of possibilities involved in share

contracts. These are discussed in more depth in Section 3.8.

The last type of owner-operators are those who service many farms. These contractors derive

their income from being self-employed in their own right or by owning a contracting business

with employees. They have a managerial role as organisers of their own enterprises. They do not

live on the farms which they service. They service more than one farm, and most often, many

farm enterprises. These enterprises have specific tasks and job descriptions and have autonomy

in carrying out these tasks. Contractor workers are an increasingly important segment of
agricultural, rural and urban labour as most economies move towards more deregulated labour

market. The increase in the contractor labour force helps to account for the decline in the full-
time workers who work on farms. Note that care must be taken in allocating workers to this type
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as contractor usually defines any business that contracts to do a job or task. They can be split

into two categories based on their firm structure - owner-operators with no employees and larger

scale enterprises with employees.

Two types of contract business can be identified. Contractors of production services provide

services such as crop-dusting or fertiliser application, top-dressing, seed grading, cultivation,

harvesting, cartage of inputs and outputs, or docking, drenching, dipping, crutching, shearing or

wool classing as in the sheep industry. Contractors of capital services provide services such as

scrub-cutting, clearing, fencing, dam building, bore drilling, pest control and others. Many of the

tasks in both categories used to be done by farm labour but have become increasingly the domain

of contractors with specialised skills and machinery. The differentiation of contractors and the

types of services they perform can be carried one step further. Some tasks are substitutable by

family labour as a means of undercutting capitalist market prices. A matrix is useful for

demonstrating the differentiation of contract labour and its substitutability (Table 3.2).

Table 3.2 Explanatory matrix for agricultural contractors

Employer

(Employs wage workers)

Self-employed

(Contract worker)

Production services

Substitutable rl. rl.

Non-substitutable rfi rt(

Capital services

Substitutable + rl.

Non-substitutable {( *

Enterprises which are not family-based employ wage labour to operate the farm. These

enterprises therefore resemble capitalist enterprises where the ownership of the enterprise is not

in the hands of the people who operate the farm. Wage workers can be divided into two Wpes,

those workers who are autonomous and those who are not. Farm managers have management

control while eaming a salary which may or may not have a performance incentive attached.

They most often live on the farm and have a specific job description which is managing the farm

business. They also have more mobility than wage workers. The literature implies an increase in

this type of agrarian worker because of the increase in the number of capitalist farms.

In contrast, wage workers can work for farm owners or share-farmers, contract owners such as

sharecroppers, farm managers or contracting firms. They may live on or off the farm depending

on their job description. Tasks are largely delegated, that is, non-managerial. Agricultural wage
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labour work can be classed as relatively unattractive since waged labour is ultimately temporary,

even if classed as full-time permanent, because in many cases it fills a gap in the life cycles of
farm families. The job tenure of wage workers in agriculture is less stable in the 1990s than

previously, because of increases in contractors and part-time or seasonal workers at the expense

of full-time wage workers. Wage workers, unless they are sons or daughters of farm families, also

have low social stafus because wage workers are employed rather than self-employed, and

because the class distinction between land owner and hired hand is unlikely to be submerged in

small rural communities (Schapper 1967). Farm wage labour can therefore be classed as a residual

occupation in many respects. (Note that Bartleft (1986) provides evidence to the contrary from

Georgia and makes some useful comparisons with Newby's 1977 East Anglia study). Wage

workers can be further differentiated by whether or not they have an interest or possible interest

in land ownership through family inheritance. This type, family wage workers, are likely to have

depressed earnings from the family farm under the implicit assumption of inheritance or part-

inheritance.

Each of the types of agrarian worker discussed above can be involved conceivably in a variety of
types of work. Owner-operators may be involved in pluriactivity from which income may be

either wage or enterprise profits; contract workers may also be wage workers or owner-operator

workers in their own right; paid or unpaid family workers may be pluriactive; share farmers may

be any combination of these; and so on. Plainly, the increasing levels of pluriactivity in the

1970s, 1980s and 1990s have the effect of increasing the diversity of types of work in which

people are involved. Owner-operators of on-farm contracts, and contractors derive their total

income from profits if they do not participate in pluriactivity. The same types of workers will
have either wages income or contract income if they are pluriactive. The income of wage workers

will consist of wages, although it is possible that they may have some self-employed work as

well. These possibilities demonstrate the wide range of contextual relations.

The use of incremental variables to develop this typology allows the specification of the range of
enterprise structures which exist in agriculture. This is necessary, as work relations do not exist

in a vacuum. Rather they are a part of the farm sector and of wider relations under the capitalist

system. The ownership or non-ownership of enterprises is an important though partial

determinant of how income is earned. In turn, ownerslrip of an enterprise is a key variable in
explaining industry structure. Enterprise ownership can also be separated from land and

enterprise ownership, since enterprises such as farms require a specific piece of land as part of
the means of production. In other enterprises, such as sharemilking, ownership of land is
separated from ownership of the farm, but a specific piece of land is still required for production

to occur. For other types of enterprise such as farm contractors, land is merely the location of
work. In all cases, enterprises and workers can be differentiated according to Table 3.1. I now
turn to consider how the flexibility of different types of workers intersects with systems of
agricultural production.
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3.3 FLEXIBILITY OF WORKERS AND THE BIOPHYSICAL BASIS OF

AGRICTJLTI]RAL PRODUCTION :

There are many definitions of flexibility in the literature on industrial restructuring but only two

types need concem us here - functional flexibility and numerical flexibility. Functional flexibility

is the reduction or elimination of vertical or horizontal demarcations between job classifications,

which leads to the development of multi-skilled employees (Horstman 1988). Milne (1988)

distinguishes two types of functional flexibility: vertical, where workers do work which was

previously above and/or below their skill level; and horizontal, where workers do what were

previously separate jobs at the same level of skill. Functional flexibility is epitomised by the

catch-words job rotation, job-enrichment, job enlargement, skills upgrading, multi-skilling and

team working. One form of numerical flexibility is when workers who are peripheral to the

enterprise, that is, not part of the core unionised work force, are used to rapidly expand

production and later on are laid off when demand decreases. Numerical flexibility also covers

flexible working time, shiftwork, variations in annual holidays and variations in the length of the

working week in indushies where there is a marked seasonality of demand or supply of inputs

(Horstman 1988). Numerical flexibility is important to agricultural production because it is

impossible realistically for wage workers to be taken on and put off according to the demands of
the productive process, often the difference between labour time and production time, because

of the inflexibility of the wage relation.

These types of flexibility are very important to agricultural production when it is remembered

that most agricultural production occurs as the result of the management of variable biophysical

inputs. This means that there is lumpy demand for labour in these systems of production. How

flexible farmers must be is usually underestimated. As Curry stated in 1963, when describing the

work of farmers in a generic sense,

[t]he adoption of a program to use seasonally fluctuating atmospheric resources, the
supply of which is uncertain, is a problem common to a number of economic
activities. ... An industrialist would be somewhat perturbed if asked to process
efficiently raw materials the daily delivery of which would be random and the mean
rate of which would vary through the year. Familiarity with farming among economic
geographers has dulled their wonder at the meanest peasant who accepts this task as

routine (Curry 1963:117 ,95).

I make the point that an industrialist which Curry talks of could just as easily be a corporate

farmer attempting to produce agricultural commodities with an enterprise based on wage

workers.

Many of the difficulties encountered in production based on biophysical systems revolve around

the mismatch of labour time and production time (Marx 1973b,1973c; Mann and Dickinson

1978). In these systems of production, the demands for labour are spread unevenly through the

production cycle, be it for livestock farming or crop production. The problem for the producer
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who uses wage workers is how to manage the demands for labour of particular production

systems. To explain this further the different labour demands for two hypothetical agricultural

commodities can be considered. The production for one commodity is industrialised in the sense

that production resembles factory production where the biophysical environment is controlled,

the particular piece of land used for production is not critical and there is (consequently) a

reasonably constant demand for labour. In contrast, the other production system is much more

reliant on the natural rhythms of biophysical systems and there is a lumpy demand for labour

through the growing season (Figure 3.4). Both of the types of flexibility identified above are

central to the hypothetical farming systems described here. In the farming system dominated by

seasonality, farmers must be functionally flexible to handle the range of tasks on the farm and

numerically flexible to handle the uneven hours of work and periods of intense activity such as in

calving. trn the model of industrialised production, wage labour can be utilised fully with no

unnecessary down-time when compared to production which is left to natural forces, provided

that sufficient organisational structures exist.

Figure 3.4 Demand for labour in agricultural production reliant on

biophysical systems

Labour units req'd
per month

4

Mar

However, the industrialised rnodel above is not realistic because there is some seasonality to all

almost agricultural production. A better example is the production of fresh vegetables in the

Salinas Valley in Califomia (Fitzsimmons 1986). Wage workers are fully utilised in this system

of production by being moved from task to task, crop to crop, farm to farm, and even possibly

from state to state as conceptualised in Figure 3.5. This is a example of numerical flexibility
where capitalist employers are able to manipulate the total number of people in the work force,

JulJunMayAprFebJanDecNovOctsepAug
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and arrange their tasks so that the differences between production time and labour time are

minimised. Compare this with an apple orchard where winter pruning, fruitlet thinning, summer

pruning, picking, but most of all spraying programs are determined largely by climatic

conditions. How is a capitalist to use wage labour efficiently in this instance? Alternatively, the

labour of the owner-operator and associated family labour will be utilised, often at little or no

cost, and certainly at lower cost, because of the duality of household and enterprise. If the farm

family does not respond, then income is being lost.

Figure 3.5 A conceptualisation of the use of wage workers in the Salinas Valley

% of total
labourforce

1m

Full utilisation of wage workers by moving
lrom task to task, crop to crop,

farm to farm. and state to state

Demand for labour increases
as weather warms: workers

Demand for labour declines as
growing season finishes:

arrive for the season
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The previous section established that two conceptually different types of workers exist - wage

workers and self-employed workers. These different types of worker possess inherently

different levels of flexibility. Self-employed workers have a number of reasons for working

harder and in a more flexible way than do waged employees. Paramount among these are that

they have much more control over their own destiny, and derive profits from their own efforts

for their own benefit. This contrasts with wage workers who are in effect generating profits for
others, have little interest in the end result of their work, are intrinsically less flexible, and must

be paid for all the hours they are on the job. It is therefore much easier for owner-operators to

motivate themselves to be more flexible. Owner-operators also have lower transactions costs

associated with the supervision of labour and less opportunity costs since they have a greater

degree of control over family members who live on the farm and the farm is most often an

integral part of their life. This makes them more able to operate efficiently production systems

which are dominated by biophysical processes. The combination of this with Friedmann's

NovMayFeb Dec
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delineation of the articulation of labour in simple commodity production provides a ready

explanation for the existence of enterprises based on different types of workers in different

farming systems.

PEASANTS, SIMPLE COMMODITY PRODUCERS AND CAPITALIST

PRODUCERS AS DIFFERENT FORMS OF PRODUCTION

In the two previous sections, I developed a typology of work relations and made connections

between different types of workers and different systems of production, which are to varying

degrees based on biophysical processes. My task in this section is to develop the concept of
forms of production in a way which acknowledges and adjusts or improves upon existing

theoretical explanations. I argue for the existence of only two conceptually different forms of
production in modem western societies.

Many views of the past have people doing agricultural work, indeed, almost all work, within the

context of family production, where the household is both enterprise and home (eg, Medick

l98l). Kautsky (1984), Lenin (1973) and Chayanov (1924) provided substantive descriptions

and analyses of the Russian peasant farm some time ago. More recently Roseberry (1986)

suggested that this image of production based on the household remains with us in two senses.

One is as a model of the primordial economic past as in Sahlins' (1972) concept of '... a domestic

mode of production as an original, non- and anti-capitalist economic form' (Roseberry 1986:73).

The other is as an economic form within capitalism, which is used for analysis of early

manufacturing, and is applied also to agricultural production. It is within this second context that

simple commodity production is formulated by Friedmann (1978a,1978b,1980, 1981).

Roseberry sees the concept of simple or petty commodity production as having developed from

the unease with which writers were coming to view the term peasant. As such, simple

commodity production is seen to possess some of the characteristics of capitalist and peasant

producers. It somehow is seen, according to Marx, to derive from a system of natural production

(italicised term is emphasised by Roseberry and comes from Marx (1977)).It should be noted

that Marx (and others following him) used simple and petty interchangeably whereas in this

research, following Friedmann, simple commodity production is distinctive and does not

correspond directly to Marx's categories.

According to Roseberry, Medick (1981) is notable amongst many writers who postulate that

commercial household production, or production for the market, has its roots in the peasant

family as the basic unit of production. Rosebery argues that this is at best a partial view of the

historical situation, and that production and societal activity was more likely based on

community and kin relations, rather than the household being the basis of a natural economy

stretching back into antiquity. Roseberry postulates that emergent capitalism was responsible

for the founding of the family or household economy in the form with which we are familiar.
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Roseberry draws attention to what he considers the comparatively modern emergence of
household production. He provides evidence from a variety of times, places and cultures of the

emergence of enterprises based on the household producing for the market: the sixteenth century

enclosures in England brought about both the creation of the family economy and the proletariat

(Thirsk 1967); the recognition of the household unit as the basic unit in sixteenth and

seventeenth century modem Austria was implicit in management regimes implemented for the

great estates (Rebel 1982); and the transformation of landed property in the coffee economy of
the Venezuelan Andes '... created the smallholding peasant as a property-owning, commodity-

producing farmer; it created afamily economy'(Roseberry 1986:85, his emphasis).

The realisation that family-based production for the market as a means of reproduction of the

household derives from the development of capitalism and political transformation is a new

\*conceptualisation which is of central importance in the analysis of agrarian change. Lem states

this in the very first sentence of her 1988 paper without, I feel, recognising the significance of the

statement'Several provocative claims have been made in the recent literature on the nature of
social relations in petty commodity production, a form of production that has emerged with the

development of capitalism in agriculture'(Lem 1988:500). To my knowledge, it has not been

discussed in this sense by other than Roseberry. The implication is that, as capitalism

developed, it created household production for the market. Household production primarily for

the market proceeded only under capitalist development. This point is very important to the

debates on agrarian change as most (all?) Marxist writers consider family farming as non-

capitalist or pre-capitalist (Davis 1980). For the arguments I present in this chapter, simple

commodity production, as a new form of production, questions the framework of Marxist

analysis of the family farm. This theorisation only partly supports Marx's (and Mann and

Dickinson's) explanation of the emergence of full-blown industrial capitalism from a transitional

basis in petty commodity production. The implications of this are important for this research. It
removes the necessity to consider the agrarian transition because the agrarian transition is not

central to or necessary for discussion of forms of production. The agrarian transition is specific

to tlre time and place in which it occurs, a wide range of contexts of which Byres (1977) makes

us aware. Fully capitalist relations of production may be instituted upon precapitalist relations

or simple commodity production may develop. This is dependent on the nature of the colonial

intrusion, the commodity to be produced, the relative competitiveness of the form of production

at that time, and the degree of global integration.

More importantly, it can be used to argue that simple commodity production is conceptually

different from Marx's petty commodity production. The dynamics of this process were

described by Friedmann although she was writing in a different context:

The process of commoditisation ultimately implies the individual status of each
household. It becomes an enterprise, whose relations to outsiders progressively take
the forms of buying, selling and competition (Friedmann 1980:163).
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As commoditisation develops and extends, increased levels of buying, selling and competition

lead household producers towards fulfilling the criteria of simple commodity production. This

commercial household production, that is, production for the market by family-based producers,

is theorised as simple commodity production by Friedmann (1978a, 1978b, 1980, l98l).

Friedmann carefully distinguishes between the historical existence of simple commodity

production and its logical conceptualisation. Drawing on Morishima and Catephores (1975),

Friedmann states that the'... logical conception of simple commodity production exists quite

apart from the historical existence of any real simple commodity producers' (Friedmann

1978a:72). Morishima and Catephores (1975:324) conclude that Marx used petty commodity

production as '... a hypothetical abstract model for explaining phenomena of exploitation in the

capitalist economy.' In a similar way, that is as an abstraction, Friedmann develops the concept

of simple commodity production deductively as a means of theorising production of wheat by

family farms in the Great Plains of the United States during the 1920s. The difference is that

according to Marx, petty commodity production was a residual category which would be

transformed by the development of capitalism. With the obvious benefit of writing one hundred

years later, Friedmann developed the theory of simple commodity production to explain the

persistence of production for the market based on the household within modern capitalism.

In Friedmann's view, simple commodity production is a pure or mature form which may or may

not exist in reality. She applies the framework in an historical analysis of wheat farmers in Cass

County, North Dakota. In her 1978 analyses, she does not call it family farming or household

production but simple commodity production and therefore translates the concept of simple

commodity production to empirical reality. In so doing, she positions simple commodity

production as an actual form of production within the capitalist system. However, in her 1980

paper, Friedmann appears to backtrack on this position, as she states that, '[o]f course, the

concept [of simple commodity production], like the concept of capitalism, can only be

approximated in reality'(Friedmann 1980:163). My reading of Friedmann gives me no indication

that Friedmann actually differentiates between simple commodity production as a concept and as

a reality. If this view is taken, then it follows that forms of production can also be considered as

both concept and reality.

In her seminal paper Friedmann (1978b) describes a form of production as the minimal unit of
production whereby each

... form of production is characterized by specific social relations and a specific range
of techniques; each must bear particular relations to larger units of social
organization, both to the social formation within which each is embedded, and, when
these are larger or smaller than the social formation, to markets in commodities traded
by each (Friedmann 1978b:553).
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Her specification is two-pronged - each form of production is characterised by a basic unit of
enterprise, and is embedded in a particular social formation. She makes clear the distinction

between simple commodity producers and differentiated peasantries in her conceptualisation of
forms of production .

Friedmann specifies two classes of producers who both produce for the market within the

6apitalist mode of production:

Capitalist production, in the classical sense used here, involves two classes, one
which owns the means of production and another which labors; the two are

,C connected through the wage relation, in which an entrepreneur purchases labor power
from others in order to set in motion his means of production. Household production
involves only one class, which both owns the means of production and provides the
labor power to set them in motion; relations of production within the household are

based not on the wage contract, but on kinship. When household production is
specialized and competitive, and the means of production must be purchased, it is
simple commodity production (Friedmann 1978b:548).

Simple commodity producers are embedded in capitalist relations because they require markets

in inputs, outputs and labour for their successful reproduction. She focuses on the household and

enterprise as the unit of analysis but incorporates the dynamics of the wider society within

which these enterprises are embedded. In so doing, she specifies, by drawing on Morishima and

Catephores (1975), that

... the social formation is not uniquely determinative of the form of production. Thus,
simple commodity production in the strict sense of competition among units,
mobility of labour, and markets in land, other means of production, and credit,
depends no less than a capitalist enterprise on a larger capitalist economy (Friedmann
I 980: I 60).

Capitalist production and simple commodity production therefore coexist side by side within the

context of the capitalist system, whereas the differentiated peasantries exist alongside rather than

within capitalism, acting as a set which intersects only partially (Figure 3.6). Friedmann (1978a,

1978b, 198 1) argues that simple commodity producers are specialised commodity producers

who require the existence of markets in labour and commodities, and the uptake of technology.

To Roseberry and myself, simple commodity producers are also a new phenomenon because

they are a form of production specific to capitalism.

The capitalist mode of production (Figure 3.6) is the encompassing dynamic of society,

economy and environment in the current era..The idea of a dominant mode of production is a

Marxist political economy concept which has a wide degree of acceptance as a conceptual device

for describing the conditions under which the world operates. It can most visibly be equated with
the prevalent system of appropriation (Franklin 1965:147) associated with distinctive periods of
history. Historically, the western world (centred on Britain and north-west Europe) developed

from a slave-based mode of production, through a feudal mode of production, to the present
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capitalist mode of production. Each mode is dominated by a particular form of production which

has particular work relations associated with it: household-based production (peasant and petty

commodity production) for the feudal mode, and wage-labour (or capitalist) production for the

capitalist mode. As with most generalisations, the exceptions are substantial and a mixture of
,work relations and different forms of production exist within these dominant modes. As

Albritton (1993) describes it for the capitalist mode, '... capitalist phenomena are always mixed

with or adulterated by non-capitalist phenomena' (1993:420). For example, there is much

evidence to support this notion of coexisting forms of production, because of the existence of
production for exchange rather than use, of the existence of money-rents, and of the presence of
wage labour during the feudal period (Everitt 1967; Pahl1984; Brenner 1985a, 1985b; Hilton

1985a, 1985b, 1985c). But I consider that simple commodity production did not exist in the

feudal mode of production as generalised commodity relations did not exist.

Figure 3.6 Modes and forms of production

Each form of production has distinctive but also common characteristics. For example,

Fairweather (1983) uses Friedmann's definition of forms of production to define six sequential

and overlapping forms of production in New Zealand in the lgth century by identifying their

common purpose of producing commodities for the market, and their distinctively different
social relations of production: squatters from 1844 to 1852; run-holders from 1852 to 1865;

emergent estate production; large scale estate production from 1870 to l 890; the small-farm

economy or what Fairweather terrns "emergent" simple commodity production from the 1840s

Capitalist mode of
production

based production
of the ditferentiated

peasantries
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onwards; and fully commoditised simple commodity production from the 1890s onward. The

squatters lived and worked with their men when farming on grassland leased illegally (under the

terms of the Treaty of Waitangi) from the Maori. The squatter constituency, who Fairweather

describes as entrepreneurial capitalists from the original colonies, were able to suffrciently

control the political process as to ensure they were the beneficiaries of the new land laws. This

control resulted in large lease-holdings which in many cases legitimated the squattocracy. This

change did not substantially alter the social relations of production, as it too was based on

extensive pastoralism, with wage labour as a very low proportion of costs. Estate formation saw

the rise of a landed gentry, land concentration, and the development of fully capitalist relations

of production. The productivity of labour and therefore the control of labour became crucial

factors affecting the profitability of the estates. At the same time the number of small family

farms (or emergent simple commodity producers in Fairweather's terms), continued to increase,

especially from the mid-1870s. This accelerated with the decline in estate profitability during the

1880s, the advent of refrigeration, and the pooling of small farm production for processing and

export. According to Fairweather (1982), fully-fledged simple commodity production began to

dominate agricultural production after the 1890s, aided to some degree by legislation which

facilitated land reform and the small farmer ideology of the Liberal government of that period.

Fairweather (1982) makes permissive use of the concept of forms of production and, in my

view, wrongly identifies some of the categories. Squatters and run-holders were, for the most

part, owner-operators who played an essential role in the day to day operations of their farms.

Even though labour was employed, squatters and run-holders owned the means of production,

managed the labour employed on the farms, and most often worked with their employees. In the

case of absentee run-holders, the form of production is clearly capitalist as was production on

the landed estates. The large estates which developed in New Zealand did not resemble the

landed estates of the United Kingdom, because the tripartite class structure of landlord, capitalist

farmer and wage labour did not exist in New Zealand. Rather, the property owner was

technically the farmer although capitalist social relations of production were used. In both cases,

the productivity of wage labour was the critical input once land was made freehold.

Conceptually, production on the landed estates both of New Zealand and United Kingdom was

capitalist in terms of ownership and operation.

Fairweather's "emergent" simple commodity producers and his "fully commoditised" simple

commodity producers can be approximated to Friedmann's simple commodity production, with
the scale of operations and the level of integration to markets being the differentials.

Fairweather's emergent simple commodity producers became fully-fledged simple commodity

producers as links to the capitalist economy intensified, and as the New Zealand settler economy

and colonial trade links developed. So both were, effectively, degrees of the same concept -

simple commodity production. In reality, there is a continuum of household production which is

explained by the degree of market integration: household production where there is no market
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integration is subsistence household production which can be equated with the peasantries, and

household production where there is full market integration is simple commodity production.

The typology of work relations is directly related to the concrete existence of work. Five

incremental variables provide the differentiation within the typology - the derivation of income,

the ownership of land for production, the provision of labour for the farm enterprise, the

ownership of the production contract, and the managerial status of workers. Two of these, the

ownership of the means of production and the provision of labour, are central to the

differentiation of the two conceptually different forms of production in modern agriculture -

capitalist production and simple commodity production.

3.5 DISTINGUISHING SIMPLE COMMODITY PRODUCERS AND CAPITALIST
PRODUCERS

TSimple 
commodity production, as specified in this thesis, is not an old form of production but a

,.,' new form of production due to capitalist development. By being part of this process, simple
/ commodity producers are able to access the most modern available technology at an appropriate

scale. While some people like Goodman, Sorj and Wilkinson (1987) and Whatmore et al. (1987b)
\ a.gu" that the purchase of this technology implies subsumption, it is the contention here that

' technological development aids the persistence of simple commodity production and makes it
' ,more difficult rather than easier for a capitalist transformation of agriculture to occur.

Simple commodity producers are highly distinguishable from capitalist producers. Table 3.3

presents the characteristics of the two forms of production as a dichotomy. The only

commonalities of these forms of production are that both produce for the market and are

integrated into input, output and labour markets. The essence of simple commodity production

is the combination of family and enterprise. When combined with the biophysical basis of
agriculture some claim it has a special adaptability to some land-based industries (Mann and

Dickinson 1978; Mann 1990). The distinctive character of simple commodity production is best

discussed under three headings - the intemal organisation of production, inter-farm relationships,

and the external connections of simple commodity producers to the wider capitalist economy.

The internal relations of production

The unity of enterprise and household helps ameliorate the non-coincidence of labour time and

production time because of the flexibility of household resources. For simple commodity
producers, ownership of the means of production and the provision of labour are combined.

Production is often organised through kinship, and motivation of labour occurs within the
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Table 3.3 Characteristics of capitalist producers and simple commodity producers

Simple commodity production Capitalist production

Both fully integrated into input, output and labour markets

Ownership of means of
production and provision

oflabour by one class

Ownership of means of
production and provision of

labour by two distinct classes

Combination of household

and enterprise

Combination of entrepreneur

and wage workers

No structural requirement for profit Structural requirement for profit

Labour provided through

conditions of patriarchy

and familial control

Wage labourer only connected

to the farm enterprise

through sale of his/her labour

Supplementary labour obtained

through market

All labour obtained

through market

Competitive provision of inputs
ameliorated by combination of household
and enterprise and inter-farm relations, eg

cooperatives

All inputs govemed

by competition

High commitment to farm enterprise Low commitment to farm enterprise

Basic condition for reproduction is

the 'continued re-creation of the integrity
of the household as unit of productive

and personal consumption' (Friedmann
1978b:559)

Basic condition for reproduction

is sufficient profit to re-establish

the means of production

Source: Developedfrom Moran, Blunden and Greenwood 1993..

context of gender and generation (Friedmann 1978b). Derived from this internal logic is the

ability of family farms to undercut the costs of production of capitalist farm enterprises.

Because household labour is only partly commodified, simple commodity producers are not

governed by the wage relation and are able to avoid the structural requirement for profit. This is

achieved through strategies such as reduction in the demands of the household on farm income

(Friedmann 1980). Simple commodity producers have many strategies which are unavailable to

capitalist producers. The reasons for the existence of these strategies are the nature of work

relations and the coincidence of ownership and labour in the household compared with the

conditions of production based on wage labour.
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The coincidence of household and enterprise means that all family members are potential labour.

All family members may not do substantial work on the farm, but they are familiar with the

general and sometimes particular operation of the farm and can be called on in times of increased

labour demand by the enterprise (Moran, Blunden and Greenwood 1993). A distinct division of
labour and decision-making exists, with women being primarily responsible for domestic tasks

and decisions while men are primarily responsible for the work of the farm and decisions

relevant to its operation. Women often organise farm work around the tasks of the household.

This means that farm work and domestic work carried out in the home are to some extent

indivisible (eg, Benediktsson, Manning, Moran and Anderson 1990; Bradly 1992; Byers 1993).

The family property is the principal asset to be passed on from one generation to the next, and

current farm owner-operators are generally aware of their custodial role in the management of
their property. Reproduction of the family farm as a form of production occurs in the long term

when the farm is taken over by another farm family. This can be within the family or via an open

market buyer. Particularly in the case of family transfers, the transfer process can work to

insulate simple commodity producers from full credit relations with external capitals. Changes to

the operation of the farm most often take place at this time, with the younger generation moving

to make their mark on the property by implementing new farming techniques and practices that

the older generation resisted (Moran, Blunden and Greenwood 1993). Even reproduction via the

open market is likely to bring to a property a new owner's ideas and a different approach to

farming (Bennett 1982; Hanis 1987; Moran 1988) while maintaining the form of production.

Inter-farm relations

Inter-farm relations provide the opportunity for family farms to insulate themselves from fully

capitalist relations by membership of cooperatives, by exchanging labour and machinery

(Friedmann 1978a3 Hedley 1981; Lem 1988), and by belonging to political lobby groups (Cleary

1989; Roche, Johnston and Le Heron I992;Moran, Blunden and Bradly 1993). Farmers

participate in the processing and wholesaling stage of the agro-commodity chain through formal

associations, especially cooperatives and marketing boards (Troughton 1986; Moran, Blunden

and Bradly 1993). By participating farther down the commodity chain farmers are able to

capture a higher portion of the profits for themselves than would be the case if produce was sold

at the farm gate.

Farmers are able to use these formal associations to provide a range of farm inputs, for example,

by extending their activities to research and development of technology designed to enhance on-

farm productivity, by securing discount prices on some farm inputs, and by providing seasonal

credit for members of the cooperative (Moran, Blunden and Bradly 1993). By engaging in such

activities farmers are able to insulate themselves from some capitalist markets and retain for
themselves ownership of new production technologies. This is conceptualised in Figure 3.7
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where the use of cooperative processing and marketing is seen to lessen the impact of the market

on individual farmers. This argument is opposite to that of the literature which suggests that it is

at these points of interaction with capitalist markets that farm families are vulnerable to

dominance by outside capitals (Mooney 1983, 1988; Holland and Carvalho 1985; Whatmore el

al.1987b).

Figure 3.7 Farmers' exposure to market forces
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In addition, labour and machinery exchange is undertaken without full commodification of the

exchange, even though the exchange is reciprocated in an equivalent way, thus giving simple

commodity producers advantages over capitalist producers. The debates between Friedmann and

Lem (1988), and Chevalier (1983) about the commodification of labour obscured the benefits of
these cooperations to simple commodity producers. Although it still exists (Benediktsson 1989;

Bradly 1992), exchange of labour and machinery is now less important in many western

economies because less expensive machinery of a suitable scale now exists.

Simple commodity producers also participate in political organisations which act as lobby

groups within the political economy of agriculture. Moran, Blunden, Workman and Bradly
(1994) recently reviewed these in New Zealand and France. They demonstrated that lobby

groups representing farmers were inordinately successful in influencing government policy,

especially until the recent period in which sector politics have become unfashionable.

External relations

The external connections to the wider capitalist economy provide several more mechanisms

which allow simple commodity producers to ameliorate full market relations. Simple commodity
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producers require the existence of extemal labour markets to facilitate employment of labour on
their farms and to enable members of farm families to participate in pluriactivity (Benediktsson
et al' 1990). The employment of extemal labour on family farms may occur in times of shortages
of family labour, or where members of the farm family are either financially better off working
pluriactively or want to fulfil a desire to work off the farm. In other cases, pluriactivity
(including the possibility of on-farm diversification) may be necessary for the survival of the
farm or for the provision of extra finance to maintain expected living standards. Family farms can
also use pluriactivity to increase flexibility and reduce the conflict of the household/enterprise
division of labour andl/or income. The range of pluriactive possibilities is wide (Table 3.4). In any
case, the idea of pluriactivity is meaningless to the capitalist producer as there is no family basis
for production relations.

Table3.4 Pluriactive possibilities

Agricultural Non-agricultural

On-farm W E W E

Off-farm W E W E

Key: I4t = income from wages

E : self employed or deriving income from enterprise profits

Farm enterprises also interact with extemal capitals via the agro-commodity chain, specifically
through the provision of finance, the supply of inputs, the ownership of technology, and the
marketing of products. The interaction of farm capitals with external capitals is seen by some as
the point of wlnerability for farm families and the area in which subsumption is most likely to
take place (Whatmore et al. 1987b). others (Moran, Blunden and Greenwood 1993) contend
that just as farm families have strategies at the household level to resist appropriation of their
surplus by non-farm capital, they also have alternatives in their choice of suppliers, in their
sources of seasonal and investment capital and in marketing. Cooperatives provide much of this
role for the New Zealand dairy industry.

I have said little explicitly about the characteristics of capitalist producers except to note where
household strategies are unavailable to capitalist producers. But capitalist producers have
strategies which are not available to simple commodity producers. These centre on the scale at
which capitalist enterprises operate and the degree of vertical and horizontal integration
contained within their organisational structures. Capitalist producers undoubtedly have greater
buying power than individual simple commodity producers, although this is ameliorated to some
extent when cooperatives exist. In some respects the practical use of greater purchasing power
turns out to be somewhat illusory as most farm units are of similar size and are geographically
spread' For instance, Apple Fields Limited, one of the capitalist enterprises analysed later in this
study, has stopped bulk purchasing of inputs. The company now negotiates a drscount price for
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items such as fuel which its farm operators can utilise if convenient. Where capitalist producers

do have a significant advantage is in the provision of finance because of the ability to use internal

financing or to negotiate favourable rates with banks by reason of the scale of business. In

contrast, farm credit organisations such as Credit Agricole in France and previously the Rural

Bank in New Zealand provide this role for simple commodity producers.

In the end, it is the range of inherent characteristics which family-based enterprises possess, and

the range of adaptive strategies these allow which give these enterprises more scope to survive in

the long term compared to capitalist enterprises. These strategies are examined in apple

orcharding and dairying in Chapters 5 and 6 respectively.

FORMAL SUBSUMPTION, AND THE TRANSFORMATION OF FORMS OF

PRODUCTION THROUGH REAL SUBSUMPTION

Competition exists between simple commodity producers and capitalist producers as a direct by-

product of the search by the capitalist system for the cheapest method of production. The

tendency, according to the early theorists of political economy such as Marx, Kautsky and Lenin,

is for a transformation of agricultural enterprises to occur as a matter of course in the

development of capitalism. This transformation is from one form of production to another, in

which the labour process is transformed from production based on the household to production

based on the wage relation. It should be a relatively simple process to determine whether farmers

are capitalist or not, but this is not the case, as illustrated by the debates over classification which

I have previously identified. All that I suggest thus far implies that only capitalist producers or

simple commodity producers exist in the reality of agricultural production. It is a central aim of
the empirical work of this thesis to determine what forms of production actually exist in apple

growing and dairy farming in New Zealand.It is also an aim to identify whether or not

transformations between forms of production are occurring.

For many of the current writers on agrarian change, it is not necessarily a transformation which

occurs but formal subsumption, whereby capitalists appropriate some of the farm surplus (and

sometimes effective control of the farm enterprise) through indirect means such as the control and

manipulation of the relations of credit, technology, inorganic fertilisers and other inputs to

farming. The question of the formal subsumption of simple commodity producers is tangled up

in the arguments over what constitutes simple commodity production (or family farms where the

writer disavows the existence of simple commodity production). My purpose here is to clarifu
the transformation process (real subsumption) and clari$ the debate over the constitution of
simple commodity producers vis d vis their use of wage labour. I begin by discussing the

processes involved in the reproduction of forms of production and the transformation between

forms of production. I concentrate here on the position as summarised by Ghorayshi (1986), and

argued more forcibly by Mooney (1983). For Ghorayshi, the key problem is classificatory and
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centres on the proportions of labour which constitute family producers and capitalist producers.
Mooney (1983) is much more concerned with the functional linearity involved in the
transformation process itself - at what point does a simple commodity producer become a
capitalist producer?

Three distinct though interdependent conceptual processes maintain or transform forms of
production - reproduction, commoditisation and transformation. Each operates at a different
level. In the first, reproduction of forms of production means the continual re-establishment of
the form of production in the long term through means intemal or intrinsic to the form. These
were discussed these in the previous section. For simple commodity producers it is the
reproduction of household and enterprise, while for capitalist producers it is the generation of
sufficient profit to re-establish the means of production and ensure and adequate return on the
capital invested.

In the second, according to Bernstein (1979), commoditisation is the process of the deepening of
commodity relations within the cycle of reproduction. Friedmann maintains that

'[t]he process of commoditisation ultimately implies the individual status of each
household. It becomes an enterprise, whose ielations to outsiders progressively take
the forms of buying, selling and competition'(Friedmann l9g0:175j.

Friedmann (1980) points out that theoretically the end point of the commoditisation process
could be capitalist production where household labour ceases to be such and becomes production
under conditions of wage labour, and where

'[t]he transformation of simple commodity production to capitalist production
involves a further intensification of com-oaity relations within repioduction, so that
labour power is mobilised exclusively through the market instead of the domestic
group' (Friedmann I 980: I 75).

Friedmann (1980) combines the two processes of reproduction and commoditisation, pointing
out that the reproduction of agricultural households can go in two directions - towards full
commoditisation, which in its ultimate sense is capitalist production, or away from it towards
withdrawal from commodity production of any sort. Theoretically reproduction (and
commoditisation) can take any path between the two extremes. In the context of modern westem
agriculture, withdrawal from commodity relations is not possible except in terms of tuming to
self-sufficiency.

The third conceptual process is the transition from household production to capitalist
production in which a transformation of the labour process occurs. This can occur at two levels,
one being the agrarian transition between modes of production, and the other the transformation
between different forms of production within a particular mode of production. The necessary
conditions for the transition from feudal relations of production to capitalist are subject to much
debate (eg, Brenner 1977,1985a, 1985b; Hilton 1976,lgg4, lgg5a, lgg5b, lggsc). The essential
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elements are covered in The Brenner Debate, published in 1985 under the joint editorship of
Aston and Philpin' The debate resurfaced recently with Albritton claiming that Brenner,s
description of English agriculture as agrarian capitalism as early as the sixteenth century is
incorrect because Brenner demonstrates a lack of clarity in the application of key concepts of
Marxian political economy and applies these concepts too directly to history (Albritton
1993:419). While this debate is of importance elsewhere, it is of less concern here as the focus is
on the possible shifts betrveen simple commodity production and capitalist production within
the capitalist mode. However, I draw upon the debate over the agrarian transition for useful
insights to the process of transformation because some similar dynamics are at work.

Morishima and Catephores (1975) identify Althusser's view that '... Marx did not give us any
theory of the transition from one mode of production to another, ie. of the constitution of a
model of production' (Morishima and Catephores 1975:324). We are left with other analysts,
interpretations of how this transition occurs. For Byres (1g77),an agrarian transition is a
necessary precondition to the emergence of capitalist societies through a solvingof the agrarian
question,

". whereby capitalism [becomes] the dominant mode of production in agriculture:
growing out of simple commodity production, here via the landlord clai and there
via a peasantry which gradually became differentiated (so providing, at the extremes,
a stratum of rich peasants who ultimately became capitalist farmeri and a stratum of
poor peasants who were transformed into agricultural labourers or who joined the
urban proletariat); slowly penetrating the countryside; developing the drces of
production in manifold ways and raising agriculture's productiv.n-"rr; eroding feudal
and semi-feudal relations and reptacing thim with the stark opposition of a class of
capitalistfarmers and one ofwage labourers (Byres 1977:2ii,his emp'hasis).

The applicability of the model of the agrarian transition to the settler territories of New zealand,,
Australia' canada and the United States is limited because there was no solving of the agrarian
transition in these new territories. According to Lee (1989), most production in the old, pre-
industrial world of north-western Europe occurred in the rural context because industrialisation
and the modern urbanisation which accompanied it had not developed. In the settler countries,
especially Australia and New Zealand,rural production was based on agriculture from the
beginning as each country developed with non-agricultural industry located in urban areas rather
than rural' In this agricultural production, family farms were either dominant from the beginning
of colonisation, or actually replaced capitalist farms early in the European history of the New
world' such was the case in New zealandbetween 1870 and 1900 as some of the large estates
were dismantled and replaced by smaller family farms after changes in the land laws (Armstrong
1978)' More commonly the landed gentry sold off the estates piecemeal either as a way of
maintaining their income or as a way of moving out of agriculture altogether (Fairweather l9g2).
In Fairweather's view, capitalist production (as undertaken by the landed estates) was less
efficient than small-farming by families in the phase of land use intensification which occurred
during this period. Similarly in wheat farming, family wheat farms of the New world supplanted
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the capitalist estates of Europe as the most efficient growers of grain. Of course, transformation
has more commonly gone the other way with capitalist production replacing simple commodity
production. Also increasingly common now is the contracting of family enterprises by much
larger capitalist enterprises (Smith 1986; Fitzsimmons l936). I examine this arrangement in dairy
farming in Chapter 6.

An agrarian transition is a different process from transformation within the capitalist mode. It is
a distinctively historical process in which pre-capitalist agrarian societies are transformed -
possibly into capitalist producers and possibly into household production for the market, as
Roseberry (1983, 1986) demonstrated. A transformation occurs within the capitalist mode of
production when simple commodity producers are replaced by capitalist producers, as in the
Salinas Valley (Fitzsimmons 1986), or vice versa, as in the examples given in the paragraph
above (Friedmann 1978b; Fairweather 1982).Marx (1973b, |9l3c)considered it only a matter of
time before agriculture became industrialised, but Man( and those following him failed to
recognise the significance of different forms of production, the importance of issues of flexibility
vis d vis the biophysical nature of agricultural production, and the motivation of different types
of workers as influences which were to prevent the process from occurring. Technological
advances have enabled the industrialisation of particular farming systems or parts of them but it
is diffrcult to visualise the substantial replacement of existing biophysical systems of production
in the medium or even long term.

Successful reproduction underpins each form of production. Commoditisation, when taken to its
limits, implies transformation to production predicated on wage labour. This is real subsumption
where the labour process is transformed. But what of the farms in the middle ground where wage
workers are employed? It is possible that a continuum exists between simple commodity
production and capitalist production. A list of types of real farm enterprises (Table 3.5) appears
to confirm this. Farms are classified by using three critical variables of differentiation - the
ownership of the farm, the ownership of the production contract, and the provision of labour.
The types in the middle of the table (3, 4, 5 and 6) appear to be placed somewhere between the
pure forms at each end of the continuum. From the analysis of the fieldwork included later in this
thesis, these types are quite common. The question therefore arises as to how these enterprises
might be best classified. The literature of the 1980s is riddled with debate over this functional
classification problem. Friedmann stands almost alone in opposition to the views of the bulk of
Marxist analysts who argue that agriculture in modern western countries is capitalist in its
essence' At the extreme of this view, all production for the market is classed as capitalist by
writers such wallerstein (1974), smith (1985), chevalier (19g3), Goodman and Redclift (rggz,
1985) and Pomeroy (1986). Ghorayshi and Mooney are two authors who attempt to analyse
these farms in the middle of the continuum, Ghorayshi by examining different classifications of
what constitute famity and capitalist farms and Mooney who suggests the need for a new, semi-
permanent class called the "new petty bourgeoisie". Both Ghorayshi (lgg6) and Mooney (lgg3)
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attempt to clariff the status of farms for operational
secondary data, or for data collection by fieldwork.

purposes, that is, for the analysis of

Table 3.5 Range of types of enterprises involved in farm-owning and farm-operating,
and the provision of labour

Key: SCP : simple commodity producers, C : capitalist farmers

Mooney (1983) argues that as soon as wage workers are hired on a perrnanent basis, production
based on the household is by the new petty bourgeoisie, who are located in a contradictory
combination of contradictory class locations (Mooney 1983). Mooney sees the simple
commodity producer as having a foot in both crasses because

[i]n the usual case, we will find the tenant, debtor [farm owner-operator with a
mortgage], or contract producer who hires labour to engage also in manual production
tasks alongside his workers. Like the capitalist fa.me.,irit unlike the simfle
commodity producer, he redistributes surplus value to the creditor. tike ihe
proletarian, but unlike the capitalist, he is active in the production of alienated
surplus value. Like the simple commodity producer, but unlike the proletarian,
managerial and work incentives are inherent in the possibility that hf may retain a

Type of enterprise

Ownership

of farm
Ownership

of
production

contract

Provision

of labour

l. Single owner-operator using only his/her labour SCP SCP SCP

2. Farm family owner-operators using family labour SCP SCP SCP

3. Family farms operated with family labour plus
wage labour

SCP SCP SCP+C

4. Farm owned by family with another family
operating the farm business who may also use wage

labour, as in sharemilking

SCP SCP SCP or

SCP+C

5. Farm owned by family which previously farmed
it but who now operate the farm with wage labour

SCP or C? SCP or C? C

6. Private investor(s), ie non-farm, own the farm
but operate the farm with contract-owning farm
family as in sharemilking

C C or SCP SCP or

SCP+C

7. Private investor(s), ie non-farm, own the farm
and operate it solely with wage labour

C C C
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portion of that surplus value, which allows him more than the average wage. With the
capitalist, he controls the labour power of others. With the proletari-at, his control
over production processes, perhaps even the workers he hirls, is immediately
circumscribed by capital in the terms of credit, lease or contract. This farmer fits
none of the pure class locations ... He moves nearer the capitalist mode of production
but simultaneously approaches theoretically polarized classes (Mooney l9g3:576-
s77).

He then suggests that the contradictory combination of contradictory class locations, may
actually be a tendency of advanced capitalism. Mooney is hoist upon the Marxist petard in
attempting to devis'e a scheme which seeks to overcome two deficiencies of his perspective.
Mooney tries to conceptualise a place for the property owner who provides all or most of his or
her own labour, when a place does not exist for this category in Mamist analysis because it was
considered a transitory form of production when the theory was originally proposed.

Rather than suggest a new framework, Ghorayshi reviews and critiques some previous attempts
at classifying farms as either family or capitalist. Amongst these he mentions Hedley (1g76) who
distinguishes family farms as those that do not use or seldom use wage labour; Bell and Newby
(1974) who distinguish between petty bourgeois (famity) farming and capitalist farming where
family units use only temporary hired labour; and Newby (1g77)who describes family farmers
as those that usually rely upon family labour and, when they do hire non-family workers, work
alongside them in the fields. These classifications produce categories such as farms with no hired
labour, farms where family labour exceeds hired labour, farms where hired labour exceeds family
labour, and farms where there is no family or unpaid labour. All these classifications resemble
Rodefeld's typology (1978). These types can be matched with the types listed in Table 3.5, but
these classifications do not make any advance in the analysis of the grey area.

can a farm be simultaneously a simple commodity producer and a capitalist producer? The
definitions decided upon make a huge difference to research results, as Ghorayshi found in his
analysis of data from the canadian census of Agriculture:

"' as few as 0'7 percent or as many as 36.2 percent of farms can be categorized ascapitalist depending on which of the four definitions of a capitalist unitls adopted. Ifwe use the idea that a capitalist farm is any unit which hires iabor, we will conclude
that the proportions of capitalist farms in Canada is decreasing. Using the otherdefinitions we conclude that, to widely differing degrees, capitalist airing in Canadais increasing in its proportion of farms and proportlon of farm sales (Ghorayshi
I 986: I 56).

Ghorayshi's first main conclusion is that all farmers have a capitalistic dimension because of their
interaction with markets. His second is that capitalist production begins when five workers are
employed because at this point the farmer is reliant upon the appropriation of surplus value
rather than on his or her own labour or that of the family. This argument is reliant on the Mancist
concept of surplus value. The employment of five full-time people allows the farmer to
concentrate on administrative and managerial tasks. Ghorayshi suggests that this is a
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fundamentally different relationship from that of the farmer who works alongside his or her hired
workers in the fields. In Canada (and I suspect in most modern western countries), this definition
places capitalist farms as a very small proportion of total farm numbers (0.4 percent of Canadian
farms in 197 | and 0.7 percent in l98l ), but these farms are responsible for a relatively large
proportion of total farm production (8.2 and 9.6 percent respectively). In l9gl, these farms
employed 30.3 percent of all wage labour employed in Canadian agriculture (Ghorayshi l9g6).
Ghorayshi does not elaborate on the commodities produced on these farms. This would be
enlightening, since the criteria for capitalist penetration of agriculture is argued above (after
Mann 1990) to be influenced directly by the commodity produced, despite Mooney,s l9g2
arguments to the contrary. Mann (1990) has no trouble in classiffing farms with an average of
eight wage workers as capitalist because of the ability of these farm businesses to derive surplus
value from the labour of those workers. She gives no indication as to why she decided on eight
workers' She apparently accepts that number as the number of wage workers employed in the
Iarger-than-family-farm category of Goss, Rodefeld and Buttel ( l9g0: I l4- I 5). She gives no
indication of a cut-off level for capitalist farms, but at the same time explains that she has no
problem in

'... categorizing small farmers who are in debt as simple commodity producers, so
long as their production is primarily based on family labour and they have not
formally or Iegally lost ownership of their means of production and/or the
commodities they produce (Mann 1990:l4l).

Data on the number of different types of workers per farm is not available for New Zealand
except for Pomeroy's which showed that 69 percent of sheep and beef farms with over 500
sheep employed no wage workers and that three percent employed four or more in lgg6. In her
survey of 199 sheep and beef farrners the proportions were similar. Sheep and beef farming in
New Zealand is an extensive farming system which has a low demand for labour other than that
provided by farm families. In order to consider whether a farm is capitalist or the site of simple
commodity production, it is necessary to assemble a range of variables in addition to hired labour
and the commodity which is produced, rather than to rely on the elaboration of Marxist theorv
with census data.

The conclusion I wish to draw from this discussion is that fully capitalist farms exist which
employ less than five full-time employees. This categorisation remains an arbitrary measure even
clothed in its Marxist ideology. Mooney's (1983) category of the new petty bourgeoisie cannot
be translated to concrete analysis despite his attempt to use census data in the United States in
support of his contentions. we are left with essentially two types of farms which are defined by
their social relations of production, simple commodity producers and capitalist producers, those
based on the household and those that are not. The grey area remains, and I return to this issue in
Chapter 7.
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TMPORTANT CRTTIQUES OF FRIEDMANN'S CONCEPTUALISATION OF
FORMS OF PRODUCTION AND SIMPLE COMMODITY PRODUCTION

Friedmann's conceptualisation of simple commodity production is contested in two important
and inter-related ways. In the first, her reliance on wheat production in the Great plains region of
the united States during the 1920s as the empirical example for simple commodity production is
questioned by all who offer a substantive critique. It is said to exempli$r the historical
contingency of the concept of simple commodity production. In the second, both Chevalier
(1983) and Goodman and Redclift (1985) argue the implausibility of simple commodity
production as a distinct form of production. Both critiques are from the Marxist perspective.

Chevalier (1983) argues that the basis for the conceptualisation of simple commodity producers
in modem capitalist economies does not exist, because simple commodity producers are fully
commodified and, as such, are part of the capitalist mode of production rather than a separate
form of production. Simple commodity producers are therefore capitalist producers. Chevalier,s
argument is conceptualised in terms of the formal and real subordination of simple commodity
production to the logic of capital. He notes that while

'.. world system models have treated SCP [simple commodity production] as a
merely contingent form in the forward march of capital, structural Marxist accounts
of the same relations have failed to avoid what may be called the teleological 'BC
knowledge effect': by this I mean that ... pre-capitalist... attributes are riechanically
imposed upon the latter form of self-employed work and represent a convenient way
of expelling, from within narrowly defined boundaries of caiitalism, those anomalous
practices that are not reducible to the uniform appearances of the capitalist mode ofproduction (Chevalier I 983: I 56-157).

chevalier argues that these bases (both of the early Marxist and the world systems analysts) do
not represent an argument sufficient to defeat the conceptualisations of Friedmann and of
Ennew' Ifirst and rribe (1977) which Chevalier feels are based on the ,... misleading assumption
that household production can be theorised without reference to the features of wider economic
structures' (Chevalier 1983: I 80).

Although chevalier discusses the wider idea of simple commodity production in the context of
developing countries, his arguments need to be dealt with, because he applies them to particular
peasantries rather than to Friedmann's simple commodity producers who produce only or
primarily for the market. If he is successful in arguing that peasant producers whom he calls
simple commodity producers and who are only partially integrated into markets, are in fact
capitalist producers, then there is no difficulty in extending that to cover producers who are fully
integrated' His central arguments are that simple commodity production is not pre-capitalist, and
that all transactions and exchanges such as the farmer's provision of his or her own labour are
fully commodified' chevalier's interpretation of Marx is central to his analysis and the logic of
the argument is probably sound by that criteria. However, it makes less sense when analysed

3.7
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from the realist approach adopted in this research. Some comparisons are needed between what
Chevalier says constitutes simple commodity production and Friedmann's formulations.

Both are agreed that simple commodity production entails production for the market based on
the household as a productive unit. of course, Friedmann's conceptualisation only covers those
household producers who are fully integrated into markets. In addition, Chevalier argues that
specific forms of simple'commodity production are actually variations of capital and are internal
to its logic. In so doing, he criticises the position argued by the world system theorists as being
too simplistic and bearing no recognition of the wider economic system or the social formation,
This is the same criticism as used by Friedmann in defining her position (1986b). From that
point onwards, Chevalier and Friedmann diverge. That all the differentiated peasantries are
variations of capital is a major point of disagreement with Friedmann (1986a) but one which does
not concern me here.

Chevalier's third point is that simple commodity producers are subject to the formal
subsumption of labour by capital. This allows him to argue, following Marx in Notebook III of
the Grundrisse, that all exchanges are commodified even if there is no actual money exchange.
This is the theorisation of Chevalier which Lem investigated in the contextual setting of rural
Languedoc. Her investigation was at two levels, within families and between families in the
community setting. While labour was the focus, the whole range of social relations was
considered by Lem. Lem (1988) found that the degree of commodified relations lies between the
uncommodified position of Friedmann and the fully commodified position of Chevalier for
relations internal to families and between families. At the internal level, family labour is used on
the basis of the joint calculation of market prices, the productivity of the labour to be used and
the overall viability of the household and enterprise. In rural Languedoc these decisions are
ultimately made within the context of patriarchal relations and the ideology of family continuity
with commodification as a reference point. In New Zealand,children aiding the viability of family
farms are much less an issue. Rather, the principal owner-operators (husband and wife) make a
pragmatic decision on the basis of how best to obtain income to maintain the family farm, and
switch labour resources as opporfunities arise which allow them to do so (Benediktsson,
Manning, Moran and Anderson 1990). Lem (1988) also found relations between families to be
both commodified and uncommodified. The nature of these relations is ambiguous as they are
based on the dualisms of cooperation and competition, community and market, and kin/friend
and competitor. The bases of exchange of labour and machinery were found to be sometimes long
term, even intergenerational, and they are based on reciprocal use value and the need by family
farmers to access factors of production without resorting to market expenditure. competition
effectively takes place between households, but this is modified by cooperative production of
the final commodity, in this case wine, and cooperation in turn reinforces the concept of
community. The picture Lem paints is one in which the market influences family decisions,
while at the same time families, both individually and in community, combine to influence the
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market. Lem uses Chevalier's insights successfully to strengthen Friedmann's conceptualisation

of simple commodity producers.

In contrast to Chevalier, Goodman and Redclift (1985) specifically attack Friedmann's

conceptualisation of simple commodity production. They target the use of wage labour by

simple commodity producers as evidence of their intrinsically capitalist nature. Goodman and

Redclift (1985:233) refer to Friedmann's simple commodity production as '... capitalised family

farming and/or commercial farms reliant on family labour'because'... distinctions need to be

made between capitals as they relate to agriculture, since the effect of capitalist appropriation on

agriculture is not to introduce wage-labour as a universal form, as is the case with industry'

(Goodman and Redclift 1985:233). For Goodman and Redclift, the weakness in Friedmann's

work stems from the confrontation between theory and evidence which'... illustrates several

significant limitations of the concept of simple commodity production when applied to family-

labour agriculture in advanced capitalist societies'(Goodman and Redclift 1985:235).

Their critique is based on small capitalist family farms as incomplete pure forms of capitalist

enterprises, the use of hired labour by family farms and Marx's categories of real and formal

subsumption of labour. They say that there is an ideological misconception by wider society that

farmers are non-capitalist, family-based producers rather than small capitalists. They argue that

the need for simple commodity producers to access capitalist labour markets during shortages in

the supply of family labour is a structural requirement that introduces class relations to the

enterprise and therefore breaks Friedmann's own preconditions which speciff the non-existence

of class relations. The existence of class relations means that the appropriation of surplus value

occurs in both the process of day-to-day and expanded reproduction of simple commodity

production (Goodman and Redclift 1985). Thus, Goodman and Redclift argue that simple

commodity producers are capitalist producers and that Friedmann's error is in trying to confer'...

on simple commodity production the status of a theoretical concept, whereas it is a historically

contingent phenomenon' (Goodman and Redclift 1985:238).

Goodman and Redclift (1985) support Marx's contention that changes in small-scale production

are an historical process rather than separate theoretical categories. This statement is made in the

recognition that these enterprises will '... undergo significant transformation and variation in the

course of capitalist development' (Goodman and Redclift 1985:238). For Goodman and Redclift
(1985:238) then, it is an ongoing transformation of agricultural enterprises towards fully
capitalist enterprises, '... determined by the movement and competitive struggle of industrial
capitals' and involving the subsumption of labour. In taking this position, they support Marx's
contention that an ongoing transformation process continues under which farmers in advanced

westem economies first become subject to formal subsumption and will eventually be subject to
real subsumption through technological advances (see Goodman, Sorj and Wilkinson 1987 for the

wider development of this process). Under formal subsumption, the technical means of
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production are unchanged and the independent worker (farm owner-operator) continues to exist,
but the system of appropriation (cf. Franklin 1965) becomes capitalist. Under real subsumption,
there is a basic change in the technical relations of production, and labour becomes wage-based.
Goodman and Redclift, in echoing the arguments of Mam and Chevalier, contend that ,...

capitalist production can be based equally on formal or real subsumption' (Goodman and Redclift
1985:239). Under this schema, the current boundaries of real subsumption are the family farms
that are continuing to persist as transitional, incomplete forms of capitalist enterprises (19g5).

Goodman and Redclift (1985) also contend that'... a more rigorous treatment of the economic and
technological context of simple commodity production ... would strengthen the view of simple
commodity production as a historically contingent form of production' (Goodman and Redclift
1985:238-9). In contrast, Moran, Blunden and Greenwood (1993) argue that the causation is
opposite in many circumstances, as it is the availability of technolo gy at asuitable scale and cost
that allows simple commodity producers to compete successfully against capitalist producers. In
addition, inter-family organisations such as cooperatives and producer marketing boards
frequently allow simple commodity producers to develop and control technology (Moran,
Blunden and Bradly 1993).

Friedmann (1986a) does not accept the Goodman and Redclift (1985) critique of simple
commodity production. From the point of view of this research, the argument should be whether
or not capitalist producers and simple commodity producers are conceptually and concretely
different rather than whether simple commodity production conforms to Marxian theoretical
principles. The characteristics of the two forms of production specified in Table 3.3 are plainly
different at the concrete level. The key characteristic not discussed by Goodman and Redclift is
the ownership of the means of production which, along with provision of labour, is the basis for
many of the other differentiating characteristics, as I have discussed earlier in this chapter.
However, Friedmann also develops her concepts from Marxist principles and it is wonhwhile to
consider her responses in that light. Friedmann maintains that Goodman and Redclift cling to the
supposition that any existence of the wage relation equates the enterprise with the capitalist form
of production' Yet following Friedmann, surplus value to simple commodity producers of any
hired labour is not accounted for separately because of the integrity of household and business
and the non-requirement for profit by these households.

The weakest part of the Goodman and Redclift (1985) critique, the question of a farmers,
ideology deceiving wider society, is dealt with by Friedmann in her suggestion that the ideology
which is appropriate is the ideology of the farm household as the contradictory unit within
capitalism - the unity of property-owner and supplier of labour. In addition, Friedmann
(1986a:189) criticises Goodman and Redclift (1985) for'... rejecting conceptual analysis of
enterprise structure' because '[t]heir focus on the agricultural sector leads ... [them] ... to
emphasise technological limits and possibilities over social relations,.
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The Goodman and Redclift (1985) critique of simple commodity production is inadequate
because of the limitations which the Marxist perspective imposes. Enterprises are either
capitalist or non-capitalist (or pre-capitalist) under this regime and other forms of production
cannot exist within the capitalist system. Petty capitalist producers, the petty bourgeoisie, or
capitalised family farmers in Goodman and Redclift's (1986) terminology, become either larger
capitalist producers, remain formally subsumed as the petty bourgeoisie or become subject to real
subsumption. Once proletarianised they do not persist. This is incompatible with the empirical
evidence. The big contribution by Goodman and Redclift (1985) is their identification of the
importance of technology in agrarian change, but even here, they do not recognise that
technological development actually assists simple commodity producers to reproduce themselves
in the production of many agricultural commodities. It is also too simplistic of Goodman and
Redclift (1985) to equate the use of wage labour by simple commodity producers as evidence
that they are capitalist producers. It is easier to concentrate on wage labour than to deal with the
troublesome category of the enterprise in which the worker owns the means of production and
provides much of the labour to produce commodities wholly for the market.

The development of simple commodity producers as an integral part of capitalist development
and the persistence of this form of production in the face of massive technological and biogenetic
change is problematic for Marxist perspectives to deal with. This emphasises the need to de-ism
research in general - to move away from meta-theory and ideology as bases of analysis. Goodman
implies this himself in the methodological approach he fakes with Sorj and Wilkinson in From
Farming to Biotechnologt: A Theory of Agro-industrial Development (lgg7) only two years after
the Goodman and Redclift paper. Mann (1990), a classical Marxist scholar, describes this work
as not a theory at all, even though she finds much praise for the ideas presented.

Finally it is necessary to consider other reasons preventing the transformation of simple
commodity producers. Friedmann accepts the idea of the '... tendential subordination, of organic
nature, land, and space by capital, providing that these are '... properly interpreted, (l9g6a:lgg).
Taking the opposite view to that of Goodman and Redclift (1985), I regard the naturevariables
as the basis for a set of arguments in support of the existence of simple commodity production.
The 1978 Mann/Dickinson thesis and Mann's later work in 1990 supports Friedmann,s work in
this respect' While Friedmann relies on the intemal relations of household and enterprise to
explain the persistence of simple commodity producers in the American wheat belt during the
1920s, Mann's central argument is that it is impossible, given the level of control over nature, for
the capitalist production process to be applied economically to certain agricultural commodities.
She argues

"' that non-wage forms of production continue to exist, not because they arepreferred avenues of capitalist accumulation, but because they are unuuoiduble
features of the modern landscape. ... they cannot be conquered by capitalist
production at this point in time. ... while capitalism is viewed as the dominant mode
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of productiofl'.., it is neither so invincible nor so powerful as to successfully contend
with the erratic and capricious character of nature ... (Mann 1990:33).

When the Friedmann and Mann/Dickinson arguments are combined, they become a powerful
statement on the persistence of simple commodity production. It is the task of farmers to manage
land and climate, the basic inputs to the different systems of production upon which the
production of animals and crops depend. The incredible amount of technological development
over recent decades means that farming is now less dependent on natural systems (Goodman,
Sorj and Wilkinson 1987; Briggs and Courtney 1989), but most farming systems remain reliant on
biophysical systems. The control of these systems promotes the accessibility of agriculture to
capitalist penetration (Mann and Dickinson 1978; Fitzsimmons l9g6; Mann 1990). Simple
commodity producers, based as they are on household production for the market, are better able
to deal with agricultural production which remains largely dependent on biophysical cycles.
Where capitalist enterprises do not become directly involved in agricultural production of this
type, they often use contract farmers (Smith l9g6).

Mann (1990) emphasises that her analysis is commodity specific. It can be readily demonstrated
that certain agricultural commodities are more likely to be dominated by either capitalist or family
producers, such as in the studies by Fitzsimmons (1986), Mann (1990) and Heffernan and
Constance (1993). The key to this differentiation is the non-coincidence between production time
and necessary labour time. It is in the production of commodities involving a minimal difference
between labour time and production time that capitalist production is more likely. otherwise,
simple commodity production will tend to be the dominant form of production.

The two critiques of Friedmann's conceptualisation of simple commodity production as a
differential form of production come from scholars who work from a Mamist perspective. Little

' criticism of her formulations exist from outside the Marxist perspective. Indeed, some writers
who appear to work within a political economy perspective treat the concept of simple
commodity production unproblematically, and are unconcerned by the debates that it has
generated (eg, Fairweathet 1992; Hill 1993). one of the aims of this chapter has been to try to de-
ism the literature' If the ramparts of Marxist analytical structure are removed and the concept of
forms of production is developed from a more concrete base as has been done in this chapter by
using the typology of work relations, then simple commodity production can be substantively
differentiated from capitalist production. The fypology of work relations discussed above (also
Blunden 1992,1994) identifies two types of workers. whereas for Marx there are capitalists and
wage-workers and non-pure, transitory forms within capitalist agricultural production, there are
in reality wage workers who work for capitalist enterprises and workers who provide their own
employment and that of their family - simple commodity producers.
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3.8

The next section aims to make more powerful the framework developed thus far by arguing that
some categories of sharecroppers can be more accurately defined as simple commodity
producers, theoretically and empirically, despite Friedmann's claim that sharecropping is a form
of pre-capitalist rent that survives only where factor and product markets are undeveloped
(Friedmann 1980:178).

EXTENDING TTM SCOPE OF THE ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK:
SHARECROPPERS AS SIMPLE COMMODITY PRODUCERS

In this section I contend that sharecropping can be conceptualised as simple commodity
production. I do this for three reasons. First, sharecropping is seen in some contexts as a part of
an agricultural ladder which leads to farm ownership. If and where it serves this role, it may be a
critical part of the general reproduction of simple commodity production in those farming
systems. Second, sharemilking is an integral part of dairy farming in New Zealandand so it must
be considered in terms of work relations and forms of production in this research. Third, if
sharemilking in New Zealand can be properly analysed in terms of the sharecropping literature,
that is if it can be likened to the theoretical and concrete existence of sharecropping, then some
generalisation may be possible and insights may be gained. This is important because
sharecropping is characterised in the literature as an archaic and transitional arangement which
will disappear as farming becomes increasingly industrialised and capitalist (Mam l973a,1973b;
Byres 1983; Pearce 1983; Hsiao 1975; andothers identified by Overton lgg4). Others (identified
below) argue that modem sharecropping can be the most efficient arrangement for both the
owner of the land and the sharecropper (eg Bradly in his 1992 study of sharemilking). Some also
argue that sharecropping may well be an aid to development of agriculture and land use in the
Third World (Robertson 1987),and in the Fourth World where indigenous people are regaining
part of their traditional lands (Overton lgg4\.

Shares of inputs and outputs characterise sharecropping. The basis of sharecropping is
essentially a written or verbal contract between a land owner who provides at least the land for
agricultural production and another person, family or enterprise which provide at least the
labour' In return, each receives a share of the farm output or of the proceeds of the farm output,
this amount being specified in the share contract and dependent upon the relative contribution of
each party to the share contract (Cheun g 1969; Robertson 1980). The diversity of the possible
formats in share contracts is therefore wide and reflects differential social and economic practices
in different countries, regions and farming systems. For example, the cotton sharecroppers of
Arkansas contributed nothing apart from their labour during the immediate post-world war Two
period (Hamburger 1978) in contrast to 50/50 sharemilkers in the New Zealand dairy industry
who contribute almost all inputs apart from the land. Table 3.6 provides an indication of how
wide the variation in share contracts can be within the context of sharemilking in New Zealand.
Appendix E has two examples of sharecropping contracts to help the reader understand the
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alrangements under which sharecropping takes place: one is from North Carolina in 1882. and
the other is a 50/50 sharemilking contract from New zealanda century later.

Table 3.6 Sharemilking contracts in New Zealand

Lower order share contracts 
1 50/50 share contracts

Part 2 (29"/ol Part 1 (39%)

Inputs

Stock o o S

Animal health costs o o//o s
Herd testing and AB o o S

Land o 0 0
Phosphate and lime fertiliser 0 0 o
Spreading costs of fertiliser o 0 S
Nitrogen fertiliser o/

/o o//o S

Costs of off-farm grazing o//o o/to S

Labour for milking and stockwork S S S
Olher farm tasks 0 S S

Machinery o S S
Machinery running costs o o S
Provision of farm bike S S S
Milking plant maintenance S S S
Effluent disposal o o o

0utputs

Milk returns o//o o//o o//o
Bobby calf returns o/

/o o/to o//o
Sale of replacement stock specified in the contract S

S : responsibility of sharemilker

O : responsibility of farm owner

7o : shared in accordance with contract share

Sources: Maughan, Lowe and Ridter 1980; Bradly 1992; New Zealancl Dairy Exporter 1990e, tgg1b.
Note I: These shares werefirst set in 1937 at 25% and 35oz respectively ancl were increased to 29o% and 39ok inI946 The Part I ond Part 2 sharemilkers agreements were left to negotiation betyveen the cotrtract parries afterderegulation of the act in 1989.
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The question of the efficiency of sharecropping litters the twentieth century literature on
peasant studies. o f"t difference between sharecropping and capitalist production is that the
contradiction is between the landowner and the share contract owner rather than between the
landowner or capitalist farmer and the wage worker. Tension arises in distribution rather than in
production as

... under sharecropping the two parties quarrel over the key distribution parameter -
the percentage rental. But since both owner and tenant havl an interest in making
output as large as possible (within the existing opporhrnity cost restrictions) uni th"
tenant is manager of his own labour, there is no quarrel regarding production and the
labour process: on the contrary there is often cooperation. ny cintrast, under wage
labour the labour process requires a contradictory character: labourers have no
interest in the results of their work, from which ih"y ute alienated. Design and
execution, work and product, labour and managemint are separated and in opposition
here. Labour has to be supervised (Caballero l9g3:l0g)

The compliance cost is lower when sharecroppers are used as they are self-motivated and in
control of their own income by way of the share contract. The dispute takes place at the point of
negotiation between farm owner and sharecropper rather than during the production process,
although this can obviously occur if one party does not keep to the contract.

An earlier comment found on the efficiency of sharecropping is from young who evaluated the
m6tayage (or sharecropping) system in France in the early l g90s:

This subject [m6tayage] may be easily despatched for there is not one word to be
said in favour of the practice, and a thousand arguments that may be used against it.A miserable system that perpetuates poverty and excludes instruction lyoung, u,
cited in Higgs 1894:2).

Many have since argued that sharecropping is an inefficient type of enterprise (eg, Johnson
1950; Marshall I 961). In contrast, risk theory provides arguments for the efficiency of share
contracts (cheung 1968,1969; Stiglitz 1974; Newbery 1977). This latter position is criticised by
Bardham and Srinivisan (1971), Bell (1977) and by Bell and Zusman (1g76)who argue that
maximisation is only from the landlord's perspective whereas optimisatio n (maximisationfor
both) can only occur if both landlord and tenant are able to vary the contract specifications.
Alternatively, Reid (1973,1977) points out different risk possibilities, with sharecropping
preferred for its risk-reducing rather than risk-dispersing potential. Share contracts are also seen
as an efficient way of bringing together the managerial and productive skills necessary to farm
production (Higgs 1894; Bradly 1992).where it exists, one benefit of the agricultural ladder is
that the sharecropper can learn managerial skills as capital is accumulated through the share
contract.

Sharecropping is characterised as being an archaic or transitional type of agricultural enterprise
which will disappear as farming becomes increasingly industrialised and capitalist. This path is
predicted by both Marxist commentators (eg Byres 1983) and by neo-classical economists such
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as Marshall (1961). The bases of their analyses are, of course, quite different. The relatively
narrowly conceptualised neo-classical case is predicated on arguments of inefficiency, while the
Marxist position is based on the transformation problem and the agrarian transition. Robertson
(1980) suggests that the Marxist perspective offers better insights than either side of the neo-
classical debate because neither set of arguments takes cognisance of the social relations of
production. Pearce (1983) argues that sharecropping is the next stage from feudalism where
leasing of land on the basis of product-sharing rents is reinforced by tenant indebtedness. These
contracts, Pearce contends, were little more than labour contracts with the landlord having
intimate control over the productive process. The emergence, and then the decline, of
sharecropping is then placed in terms of the capitalist'engine of development'(pearce l9g3:44-
5). Sharecropping is conceptualised in between'... forms of agrestic servitude and the full
commoditisation of rural labour'(Pearce, 1983:45). Sharecroppers are gradually reduced to the
level of wage workers through intensification of the conditions of surplus extraction thus
facilitating the mobilisation of labour. By this analysis, the current examples of sharemilking in
New Zealand and in other farming systems in the southern United States (eg Albrecht and
Thomas 1986) would be considered as residual forms which will be subject to subsumption
under the commodification process. Pearce considers that'... Marx's original description of
sharecropping as an intermediate method of surplus appropriation, is essentially correct, and
that it will tend to disappear with the emergence of capitalist accumulation'(pearce lgg3:65).

The evidence for sharecropping as a transitional arrangement and its eventual disappearance
appears to be strong in empirical terms, and in both Marxist and neo-classical theoretical terms.
In the western world the incidence of sharecropping diminished greatly during the twentieth
century, as technology replaced labour functions such as weeding and picking. The pattern of
decline is geographically specific which reflects the commodity-specificity of sharecropping
(Mann 1990) and the specificity of farming systems. An example which demonstrates this
decline comes from Crittenden County in Arkansas where sharecroppers declined from 44,503 in
1950 to virtually none by 1959 (Hamburger 1978). The number of farms dropped by 66percent
from 5,900 to 2,000 over the same period (Hamburger l97g).

In contrast, its persistence in the Third World (Overton lgg4)and in the First World (Bradly
1992) demonstrate evidence to the contrary. In my view of the literature, Higgs ( I g94) identified
the real benefits of sharecropping a long time ago. Despite Young's criticisms, Higgs found favour
with the metayage system in France. The success of the m6tayage (or share contract) lies in the
concept ofjoint enterprise rather than purely in the terms of the contract. For instance, it does
not work well in a system of absentee landlords, where the contract becomes merely the basis for
collection of rents' Higgs describes the absentee landlord as a'... delinquent to his m6tayer, who
is entitled to his personal interest...'(Higgs 1894:8). This is also established in more recent work
by wells (19s4:7) who focused on'... the incentive effect of tenants receiving a share of output
"'', and on the benefits of having a self-regulated labour force of particular quality. Reid
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(1976:574), in discussing cotton growing in the post-bellum American South, concluded that
'[t]he distinct feature of a sharecropping contract is the continuing incentive for both landlord and
tenant to maximise the efficiency of agricultural production.'

The overall picture which emerges is one in which sharecropping, although its incidence in First
World agriculture has declined dramatically, continues to play an important role in particular
farming systems. At the same time, sharecropping may have an important role to play in
developing agricultural resources in the Third World and Fourth World, where the ownership of
private property by individuals is not the dominant system of land tenure (overton 1994). The
two most important findings from the literature are that sharecropping can provide incentives for
both parties to the contract and that sharecropping lowers the costs of production significantly
by lowering opportunity costs, transaction costs and psychic costs - all factors which contribute
to the efficiency of owner-operators.

From the typology of work relations, ownership of the means of production and the provision
of labour by the farm household are the main functional characteristics which distinguish simple
commodity producers from capitalist producers. Land remains part of the means of production
in most spheres of agriculture, and certainly in the industries considered in this research. My
contention is that land is not a pre-condition to defining simple commodity production. For
example, 50/50 sharemilkers in the New Zealand dairy industry own the dairy herd and provide
all the variable inputs to the production process including a share of the fertiliser for the land.
They do not own the land on which production takes place but they do own the share-contract
to produce on that land' In return they receive 50 percent of the gross revenue which accrues to
the farm-owner who owns the right to supply the dairy company because of farm ownership
and shares in the dairy cooperative.

Apart from their ownership of part of the means of production, another distinguishing feature by
which sharecroppers can be classed as simple commodity producers is the derivation of their
income - through profits from their own enterprise. This makes sharecroppers doubly
distinguishable from wage workers as their income is directly and totally related to their work
performance, their ownership of part of the means of production, and their ownership of the
share contract' In the example of the New Zealand dairy industry, this is through ownership of a
sharemilking contract.

The functional characteristics of simple commodity producers, sharecroppers, contract workers
and wage workers are listed in Table 3.7. Sharecroppers are independent contractors compared
with contract workers who are effectively wage workers, since they work for a set price rather
than for a share of production. All types of workers provide a significant amount of labour to the
enterprise whether they own it or not, but both simple commodity producer and sharecropper
derive their income from their own enterprise in contrast to contract workers and wage workers
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who derive their income from wages or a wage-equivalent. Sharecroppers do not own the land on
which they work, but they do own the key to the means of production - a share contract. This
ownership of a share contract provides a partial but strong linkage in the conceptualisation of
sharecroppers as simple commodity producers because often the share contract is for a relatively
short-term such as one year (or growing season) in cropping, or normally three years in
sharemilking. But historically, sharecropping is known to persist through generations of farm
families (Higgs 1894; Byres 1983; Mann 1990). Another factor supporting their
conceptualisation as simple commodity producers is that sharecroppers are family-based, with.
tlre share contract being between the land owner and the sharecropping family (Higgs Ig94;
Byres 1983; Mann 1990).

Table 3.7 simple commodity producers, sharecroppers, contract workers,
and wage workers

Characteristic

Simple
commodity
producer

Sharecropper
(Independent
contractor)

Contract
worker

(Dependent
contractor)

Wage labourer

Owns land for
production

Yes No No No

Owns means of
production
other than land
and labour

Yes Yes No No

Provides
significant
amount of
labour

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Derives income
from

Ownership of
enterprise

Ownership of
enterprise

Contract
equivalent to

wages

Wages

Note: The dffirence between dependent and intlependent contractors is critical for this study. Dependentcontractors Qre no dffirent from wage workers, as they are hiredfor a specifii task and di not have any realcontrol over the production process; fo-r example, contiact 
-milkii1, i*n"rt, pickers. Independent contractors do,in contrast, exhibit characteristics of the entripreneur or the self-iiployei, as n"i iii i[ipinsibte for the wideroperating environment.

If sharecropping is part of an agricultural ladder (Spillman l9l9; Barlow and Timmins 1950;
Smith 1965; Kloppenburg and Geisler 1985), then considerable further weight is given to the
conceptualisation of sharecropping as simple commodity production. Bradly (lggz)recently
investigated sharemilking in south Taranaki in New Zealand and found that it plays a significant
role in maintaining an agricultural ladder in dairying. Bradly's findings are decisively in favour of
the existence of a dairying ladder, even if the ladder now takes longer to ascend than was
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established earlier by Smith (1965) and Lowe (1985). Sharemilkers in south Taranaki are able to
accumulate sufficient capital to achieve farm ownership typically after nine to twelve years,
although it may be in a region where dairy farms are less productive. As in other industries where
it exists, the ladder in the dairy industry not only allows capital accumulation but also serves as a
long-term course in animal husbandry and farm management (Maugham, Lowe and Ridler
198O).Accumulation through sharemilking most often leads to either purchase of a farm on the
open market or facilitates intergenerational transfer (Bradly lgg2). Gregan (19g3) and
Greenwood (1990) found that sharemilking facilitated intergenerational transfer in dairy farming
in different areas of Northland in New Zealand. The reproduction of simple commodity
production is achieved in either circumstance, because it is a farm family (or a potential farm
family) which is purchasing the farm. This brings the (Marxist) problem of class distinctions to
mind - whether sharecroppers are of a different class from that of farm owners. There is plainly
no distinction between sharemilker and farm owner where the farm becomes subject to
intergenerational transfer as only one family is involved. Similarly, in the case of non-family
transfer, there is no class difference, the whole aim of the sharemilking family being to own their
own farm.

In one sense sharecropping enables the highest level of flexibility as it allows both the landowner
and the sharecropper access to resources which either or both of them are unable or unwilling to
access' It provides an incentive for the maximisation of production, given the resources which are
committed to the productive sphere. Sharecropping must be considered a variant of simple
commodity production rather than capitalist production, because of the incentive to work, the
household basis of production, the existence of the agricultural ladder (although this has only
been established above for the dairy industry in New zealand),and the ownership of part of the
means of production. Mann (1990) offers some support for my contention that sharecroppers
are best conceptualised as simple commodity producers in that she describes ex-capitalist
sharecropping and contract farming as variants of simple commodity production and as examples
of the'.-. peculiar non-capitalist forms of production that inhabit the modem American
agricultural landscape'(Mann 1990:146). Mann uses this term to describe modem sharecroppers
who

"' exist in a subordinate land market relative to a class of landowners who seryemainly as collectors of ground rent, even if these landowners were previously
capitalist farmers, hence the term - ex-capitalist sharecropping (Mann lgg0:143).

However, the support is of dubious value, because the simple commodity production which she
recognises is Mam's rather than Friedmann's.

CONCLUSIONS

This chapter had two key roles - to reconceptualise work and enterprises in the agrarian sector
and to provide an analytical framework for an investigation of apple orcharding and dairy farming

3.9
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in New Zealand- In this reconceptualisation I developed a typology of work relations and the
concept of forms of production as a framework for analysing the production systems of
agricultural industries. These highlight the necessity to consider agricultural production as the
management of biophysical systems, . I then used these frameworks to argue that sharecropping
can be theorised as simple commodity production.

In addressing these tasks, I admit to having three preconceptions, which might be termed
intellectual baggage. In the first I consider that Marxist perspectives, especially those labelled
specifically as class analysis, are attempts to fit a structured, pre-conceived meta-theory to
concrete reality. These attempts provide fertile ground for debate but are not very helpful
because the debates are irreconcilable as political or ideological positions have been adopted
before research begins. There is little agreement between Man<ists, let alone between Marxists
and others. For example, Baxter and Mann's criticism of current research is that it'... has not
adequately addressed the persistence and growth of flexible production systems that utilize
contracts with non-wage labour'(Baxter & Mann, 1992:231). Their criticism of writers such as
Friedmann and McMichael (1989), Kenney et al. (1989) and Buttel and Goodman (19g9) and
their increasing focus on food regimes is based on what Baxter and Mann call the shift away from
class-based analysis where the importance of class conflict and the extraction of surplus value
associated with production are paramount causal processes. Baxter and Mann (lggz)define the
focus of these post-Marxist writers and others (eg, Davis, l9g0; Kloppenburg, lggg;
McMichael & Buttel, 1990) as being'rudderless'even though the work is essential to explaining
the 'new forms of agro-industrial production'. In the second, I see a partial solution to the
problem of ideology through the use of the realist approach to social science. In the third,
Friedmann's concept of forms of production is attractive way of explaining social and economic
structures in the agrarian sector but I was unconvinced by the way she developed it, that is,
through deductive logic. Given these problematics, I felt it was necessary to begin the task in the
concrete world, that is, at a low level of abstraction.

I began by considering all the various types of workers involved in agriculture. From there I
identified the ownership of the means of production and the provision of labour on the farm as
the key variables in differentiating these work relations. I then added to these two variables by
including ownership of the production contract (where this existed), principally to differentiate
sharecroppers from owner-operators and wage workers. The typology of work relations is
straightforward as an analytical device because all workers can be assigned to particular types,
although the difficulty of the availability of data remains. The essential characteristics of
different forms of production were set out in Table 3.3. These characteristics are interdependent
with the functional characteristics of the different types of workers identified in the typology of
work relations. This allowed me to redefine Friedmann's concept of simple commodity
production as a generic type rather than as the lowest productive unit - as used by Friedmann
(1978a,1978b), and later by Fainveather (1982, 1983) and Lem (198g). I then argued that only
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two generic forms of production exist within modern western agriculture: simple commodity
production and capitalistproduction. Both of these forms of production are intrinsic to the
capitalist system (or mode) of production, but whereas wage labour existed in previous modes,
simple commodity production can only occur within the context of the generalised exchange
relations of capitalism.

In exploring the reasons why simple commodity production should exist as a different form of
production, I focused on the unity of household and enterprise, the flexibility of different types
of workers and enterprises, and the demands of different farming systems as systems of
production based to varying degrees on biophysical inputs. Neither the unity of household and
enterprise nor the relevance of production time and labour time in different farming systems are
new arguments. These ideas were presented in what became seminal papers by Friedmann
(1978a,1978b) and Mann and Dickinson (1978) respectively. In addition, Curry's work
published in 1962 and 1963 reminds us of the complex task that farmers perform in the face of
the uncertain environmental inputs which characterise farming. The integration of these three
contributions provides a more powerful argument than each is able to sustain on its own. yet the
flexibility that I have defined here is a remarkably simple concept. It is central to the
development of the typology of work relations which I presented at the beginning of the chapter.
I kept the concept simple because there is little reason to complicate it with the writings on
flexibility which pervade the literature on industrial restructuring. I previously addressed this
literature in a different context (Blunden 1990). The intriguing prospect of exploring the idea of
simple commodity production as prototypical for economic sectors other than agriculture is
another project.

In this chapter I also extended the concept of simple commodity production to include
sharecropping. The only difference between sharecropping and simple commodity production is
the lack of ownership of the land. In the process of assessing evidence to support this
theorisation, the arguments are strengthened considerably if an agricultural ladder is shown to
exist' This presents the sharecropper and the simple commodity producer as people of the same
type, if sharecroppers can aspire realistically to farm ownership. Indeed, in some farming
systems sharecropping is a way of ensuring intergenerational transfer and the reproduction of
simple commodity producers.

A framew o rk fo r an aly s is

The divisions used by Moran, Blunden and Greenwood (1993) to discuss simple commodity
production are an appropriate way to unpack and analyse different forms of production - the
internal relations of production, inter-farm relations, and the external relations of production
(Table 3.8). These divisions and characteristics are the variables used in the empirical
investigation to follow. Even in the one characteristic which is common to both forms of
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production' access to and a need for labour markets, there is differentiation because each form of
production uses labour markets in a different way - capitalist producers require labour markets
for all their labour requirements, and simple commodity producers need labour markets to deal
with shortages in the family labour supply, and for pluriactivity to augment farm income when
commodity prices decline or for other consumption reasons. For other attributes such as the
ownership of the means of production the difference is immediately obvious.

In New Zealand, the most obvious of the differential possibilities (denoted with a # in Table 3.g)
occur in the relations of production which are intemal to the enterprise because of the roles of
cooperative production and producer board marketing in virtually prohibiting alternatives to their
legislated structure. However, differentials still exist within the context of inter-farm relations
and external relations, even if these differences do not appear in Table 3.g. The issue of
cooperatives and producer marketing boards provides a good example. The producer marketing
boards are an historical fact of farming in New Zealandand were formed in the early 1920s
because of the financial pressure on farmers facing poor returns, and government recognition of
farming as the mainstay of the fledgling New Zealand economy. Capitalist corporations involved
in farming, Apple Fietds Limited for example, want to market their own produce while the bulk
of producers may want to retain the status quo. The analysis of questions asked about retention
or otherwise of producer marketing boards can assist in defining forms of production, so analysis
must occur across the relations of production at all three resolutions, internal, inter-farm and
extemal.

Simple commodity producers and capitalist producers are distinctively different types of
enterprises. The provision of labour for the farm enterprise, the ownership of the means of
production, and the ownership of the production contract are the essential elements in this
differentiation. It is the inherent flexibility of simple commodity producers and the range of
strategies accessible only to them and not to capitalist producers which enables them to
successfully reproduce themselves as a different form of production. Whether this is self-
exploitation which could be interpreted as formal subsumption is analysed in the concluding
chapter where this theoretical framework is reconsidered in the light of the investigation which
follows in the next three chapters.
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Table 3.8 characteristics of different forms of production

Characteristics of each form of production

when not available to the other form of production)

Capitalist production Simple commodity production

Relations of
production
internal to the
enterprise

# Two classes, farm owners and workers

# Ownership separated from workers

Wage labour

Farm owner owns production

# Reproduction ofthe form ofproduction
through sufficient long term ptofitt

Division of labour based on accepted
business practices

Current employees presence

# Combination of household and enterprise

# Family ownership of means of production

# Family-based provision of labour

# Family ownership of commodity produced

# Reproduction of the form of production
through intergenerationat transfer

# Gender division of labour based on
patriarchy

# Multi-generational presence

Relations
between farms

Little labour and machinery sharing

Commodities can be marketed through
cooperative structures

Company representatives in New Zealand can
participate in farmer political organisations

Companies in New Zealandparticipate in
technology ownership and control ihrough
cooperative ownership

Labour and machinery sharing

Commodities can be marketed through
cooperative structures

Farmers are represented by political
organisations such as Federated Farmers

Technology ownership and control through
cooperative ownership

External
connections of
farms to the
wider capitalist
economv

Access to labour markets

Credit for seasonal finance and capital
expenditure through market sources

# Credit for seasonal finance and capital
expenditure through intra-enterprise sources

# lnternal sourcing ofinputs

Access to labour markets

Credit for seasonal finance and capital
expenditure through market sources

# Credit for seasonal finance and capital
expenditure through family sources

# Cooperative purchasing of inputs
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Chapter Four

AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION IN NEW ZEALA}ID:

POLITICAL ECONOMY, ENTERPRISES AND WORKERS

4.1 TNTRODUCTION

Farm workers, farm enteqprises and the social relations of production exist within industry
structures and the wider political economy of the state. The purpose of this chapter is to explain the
context within which agricultural production takes place in New Znalandand to analyse the
available information on work relations and forms of production in agriculture. This provides a
context for the studies of apple orcharding and dairying in the following two chapters.

In the first section I use the concept of real regulation to demonstrate the centrality of agriculture
in the political economy of New Znaland, the influence of real regulation on the shape of
agrocommodity chains, the change of ideology and policy of government which occurred from
1984, and the impact of this on the structure of the apple and dairying industries. political
economy is used here in the broad sense of the political and economic environment goveming
production for the market rather than a strict Marxist political economy. The connection is to a
real political economy in the sense discussed in Chapter 2 - why regulation has been enacted,
who was active in lobbying for that regulation, how regulation has been interpreted in the courts,
and the layers of "old" legislation upon which new legislation is incorporated.

In the second section, the cooperative nature of production, processing and marketing is used to
help explain the structure of apple orcharding and dairy farming. In the second part of the chapter
(Sections 4.4, 4'5 and 4.6), I analyse the information which is available on farm workers and
farm enterprises at the national level. The data is from a variety of sources including the census of
Population and Dwellings and the Census of Agricurture.
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4.2 THE CENTRALITY OF AGRICTJLTTJRE AND ITS POLITICAL ECONOIVTY

unlike most other developed countries, agriculture remains a very important sector of the New
Tnaland economy even though its export share (by value) has fallen from greater than 95 percent in
the early 1950s to between 55 and 65 percent in the 1980s, and its share of GDp has fallen from
around 20 percent to about 9 percent (Bremer lgg3).Exports of dairy products now account for
over 25 percent of the total income from agriculture (NZDB 1993; Dept. of Statistics lgg2). The
importance of dairy products has increased even though the relative importance of agriculture has
declined. Pipfruit exports date back to 1908 but have become more significant in the recent period
with exports of pipfruit earning more rhan 450 million dollars in lgg2(pope lgg4). New
Zealand's reliance on agriculture for export income continues, and it is not surprising that
government has played a key role in this sector.

Real regulation (clark 1992;Marden 1992) and agrocommodity chains are two concepts which
offer powerful frameworks for discussing a political economy of agriculture and analysing the
shape of specific farming systems within it. Real regulation is a more concrete view of how state
regulation operates rather than a variant ofregulation theory (see Jessop (198g) for a review of
the various schools and Tickell and Peck (lgg2) for a critique). At least three aspects of any
particular piece of legislation need to be recognised when using the concept of real regulation; its
socio-political origins, the ideas it encapsulates when enacted in written form and its interpretation
in the courts (Figure 4.1). The stages should not be viewed in isolation from one another or from
thelegislation that is being replaced since the process is multi-layered with new rounds of
formulation, legislation and interpretation being added to old layers. Cugent legislation reflects the
ideology of the government in power. But older legislation, formulated under a previous ideology,
may still be on the statute books and continue to influence industry structures even though it may
be clearly antithetical to the current ideology. When this occurs, as it did recently when the
Kiwifruit Marketing Board was established in 1988 using legislation set in place in the 1930s, it
demonstrated that the farmer lobby groups continue to have a powerful influence on the
government of the day. The influence of farmers on government in New Zealand is made possible
by the centrality of agriculture to the economy and because the unicameral structure of government
in New zealand has allowed sector-interests to play a more prominent role in regulation than is the
case in most other countries. Groups representing farmers have had influence in the formulation
stage of legislation since the earliest period of settlement in the l g40s (Roche, Johnston and Le
Fleron 1992). This culminated in a'... remarkable political mobilisarion,early in the 1960s when
a formalised alliance of producer marketing boards, Federated Farmers of New Zeatand (the
farmers'political group with the widest membership) ancl central government cabinet members
formulated policy designed to increase agricultural exports (Roche et al. 1992:175g).

l

l
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Figure 4.1 Real regulation

The four stages of what Wilkes (1993) calls state formation in New Znalandare a useful basis for
examining the influence of farmers on government and the influence of government on agriculture.
In the first stage from 1840 to 1890 large sheep-farming landowners were the dominant social
force' The Liberals then helped to restructure the rural economy away from large-scale farming
towards family farm production in the second stage between 1890 and 1935. During this period a
small farmer policy was vigorously followed. This emphasised the role of New Z.ealand as
Britain's food basket (Armstrong 1978). The cooperative basis of the dairy indusrry was
established by the Dairy Industry Act in 1908 (Evans 1969). The Control Boards legislation in
the early 1920s was the first substantial piece of agricultural marketing legislation passed. The
Control Boards were established to cut the costs of transport and marketing incurred by New
zealand farmers (Stephens 1936b;woods 1988). wilkes (1993) claims that the victory of the
Labour Party in the 1935 election, at the beginning of the third stage, meant that farmers never
again were able to dominate politics as they had done in earlier periods. The producer marketing
boards which remain in existence today developed from the industry control boards for the meat,
dairy and wool industries. That acts passed during the period of the welfare state (1935-19g4)
actually reinforced producer board control of agricultural marketing, throw doubt over Wilkes,
claim' The Second world war reinforced the acceptance of state intervention in agriculture and all
sectors of the economy. This level of intervention continued until 19g4, the beginning of the
fourth period identified by wilkes (1993). This was discussed in chapter I and I rerurn to
examine this period later in this section.
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In addition to legislative support during most of this century, government also supported

agricultural development in New Zealand in many other ways. Two of these are infrastructural and

two more directly financial. Various government departments, most obviously the Ministry of
Agriculture and Fisheries (MAF), had specific tasks to assist agriculture through research and

advice as well as inspection services for the various industries. Agricultural colleges were set-up to
assist agriculture and especially to increase productivity (Evans 1969). Direct and indirect
subsidies were provided for rural producers and production. And drought and disaster relief were
provided as and when problems developed. In addition, farmers were not subject to income tax
until World War One (Simpson 1984), and farmers continue to receive tax breaks which are

unavailable to other sectors of the economy. Almost all of this assistance was provided through
general taxation at no direct cost to the farming community until the mid-1980s.

The degree of government support for farmers means that the structure of agrocommodity chains

in New Zealand and New Zealand's position in the international food systems have been

influenced by the degree of control which governments and producers have decided upon and the
instruments used. Yet the development of New Znaland's various agrocommodity chains was

differential by commodity. The attitudes and characteristics of the producers in each industry, the
international relations of these industries, the different products they deal with, the different
markets in which they are involved, and the degree of processing that is undertaken all influence
the shape of these agrocommodity chains. In the nineteenth century, agricultural marketing was by
farmers on their own account, largely through consignment to the British market (Stephens 1936b;
Vance 1965; Evans 1969; Fairweather 1982). By the outbreak of the First World War overseas
corporations had established meat processing plants in New Zealand,and were also organising the
shipping and marketing of New Zealand produce to overseas markets (Stephens 1936b). The
British Government commandeered all New Zealand meat, wool and dairy exports during World
War One (Evans 1969). The end of the Imperial Commandeer coincided with a slump in prices,
and producers called for the reinstatement of control measures to compete with overseas

processors, transport companies and importers. The political strength of farmers at this time meant
that the serious financial impacts on producers made the issue a political one, and following
meetings of meat and dairy farming interests, the setting up of control boards to regulate collection
and marketing took place in the early 1920s (Woods 1988). Legislation included the Fruit Control
Act.of 1924 (Monigatti 1966). Responsibility for dairy products passed to the Dairy products

Marketing Commissionin 1947 and ultimately to the New ZealandDairy Board (NZDB) in 196l
(Ward tOls)itheNew Zealand Apple and Pear Marketing Board (NZAPMB) took responsibility
under its legislated power for domestic and export marketing of pipfruit in 1948 (Sinclair Lg7l).

The producer marketing boards of the dairy and pipfruit industries historically maintained and
currently maintain more control over their respective industries than either the Wool Board, the
Meat Board or the Kiwifruit Marketing Board. Both boards have legal jurisdiction over all exports,
a power claimed in 1936. It was only in late 1993 that the deregularion of the domestic apple
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market occuned. This allowed anyone to sell apples from 1994 onwards. This deregulation was in
response to pressures from a corporate apple grower, politicians of the New Right (and some of
the left) and the New Zealand Business Roundtable. (The New Zealand Business Roundtable is a
club of the chief executive officers of most of the largest public companies in New Zealand,.The
turnover of these companies represents over 20 percent of GDP. This organisation consistently
argues that government should get out of the productive sector and that markets provide the
solutions to most problems. The New ZealandBusiness Roundtable has funded and published
over 50 reports arguing for deregulation of many sectors of the economy. These range from
public health and education, to labour markets, to ports and shipping and producer marketing
boards). Enterprises in these two industries therefore operate within what are essentially
cooperatively-owned monopsonies which also have monopoly control over exports. The
implications of this cooperative organisation are dealt with in the following section.

Significant change to the organisation of the New Zealand economy occurred between l9g4 and
1994'The country moved quickly from being one of the most highly regulated OECD economies
to one in which neo-classical economic models drive most policy decisions. The decades-long
ideology of political, economic and social egalitarianism shifted dramatically to one focussed on
individualism within a structure of market forces and user-pays. This was a dramatic change in
political ideology which swept aside parts of the welfare state and policies of intervention.
Agriculture was the first sector to feel the forces of deregulation when subsidies to agriculture,
both direct and indirect, were slashed by the Fourth Labour Government soon after it won the
1984 election (Table 4.1). Some farming systems felt the withdrawal of subsidies more than

Table 4.1 Major subsidies administered by MAF ($000s)

Subsidies

r98r/82 1982/83 1983t84 1984/8s l98s/86 1986t87

Livestock incentive 19r27 r 8328 21649 t2541 72rl 698 I

Fertiliser transport 24101 21s49 216t3 t6792 0 c

Fertiliser price 28211 26929 2321 2300'1 r423: 6083

Milk 29685 22ts4 920C r8492 4804 7',|

Wool SMP r4200c r9400c 84074 20472 3 0

Meat SMP 75000 I 98000 213332 178252 5526'1 0

Other subsidies l 948s t6523 r 5148 15295 12993 17601

Total 33760c' 497483 38823s 284851 94st3 30742

Source: Department of Statistics, various vears.
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others. Sheep and beef farming was most effected because it had received the lion's share of
subsidies' amounting to over 80 percent of all subsidies in the 198 I to I 9g5 period through
supplementary minimum prices' Supplementary minimum prices were a direct government
subsidy for production of sheep and beef. This scheme operated over a brief period from 1979 to
1984 and had the effect of dramatically overvaluing farms in this sector. Land prices collapsed
after the Fourth Labour Government removed the subsidy. Support for dairying during this
period was minimal by comparison. Some subsidy removals, such as those for fertiliser and
access to one percent Reserve Bank accounts by the producer marketing boards, hit all farming
industries. As a result New Zealand now has probably the least subsidised agricultural exports in
the world.

The basic structure of enterprises has changed little this century, despite changes in the global
trading environment and in the political economy of New Zealand. Family farms remain the
predominant organisational type around which agricultural production in New Zealandis built,
although each farming system has its own historically derived and identifiable industry structure.
Corporate farmers, when defined as public-listed companies, account for less than one-fifth of
one percent of farms' This proportion rises when non-family farm partnerships and non-family
registered private companies are included but corporate farmers still account for only a very
small proportion of the total number of farms. The structure of the dairy industry remains
similar to before 1984 despite the rise of the new ideology. processing of dairy products
continues to be on a cooperative basis, and the role of the NZDB as sole exporter of dairy
products is relatively unchanged. The dairy industry restructured itself through the 1960s and
1970s in response to faster increases in costs than retums (Maughan et al. l9g0). Since 19g0, the
number of dairy farms has dropped significantly, farms have increased in size and productivity
and dairy companies have amalgamated and built larger factories (Maughan et at. l9g0). Dairy
factory processing continued to centralise in the recent period, and now only l6 cooperative
processors remain in 1993. Effective spatial monopolies exist because producers have little
choice as to which dairy company they supply. The NZDB has expanded into a multinational
company in its own right and now has over 70 subsidiaries in more than 20 countries (NZDB
1993)' Further processing, and research and development functions have been developed in some
of these locations as well as marketing (NZDB lgg2).

Among the changes which have occurred, probably the most significant is the entry of several
public-listed companies. The two largest (and most successful thus far) are Apple Fields Limited
with 35 dairy farms (Apple Fields lgg3) and rasman Agriculture Limited with over 50 dairy
farms in New Zealand and another l0 in Tasmania (Tasman 1993). But major change may be yet
to come with cooperative processing companies and producer marketing boards under significant
pressure to restructure away from cooperative organisations, single desk selling of exports and
pooled returns towards tradeable share structures which will supposedly deliver a more
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competitive edge to these industries and better profits to farmers (ACIL lgg2, lgg4). I examine
the role of these large companies in detail in Chapter 6.

The pipfruit industry is less complicated than dairying simply because the narure of the commodity
means that there is considerably less processing. What has changed in this recent period is the
scale of operations' The NZAPMB tripled its exports of pipfruit between l9g4 and 1995 (pope
1994; based on NZAPMB estimates of the export crop for 1995). Central to this expansion was
the development of new premium varieties of apples and the provision of expanded infrastructure
for the industry such as coolstore capacity. But also central to this expansion is the entry of three
large-scale corporate apple growers. The impact of the recent changes in the political economy of
agriculture are being felt in the apple industry because one of these three, Apple Fields, has taken
up the cudgel for the New Right against the present structures in this industry. This company is
determined to see the powers of the NZAPMB dismantled. I develop this discussion further in
Chapter 5.

The new ideological environment offers new opportunities for employers to implement more
flexible labour practices since the almost complete deregulation of labour markets in 1990. The
continued high rate of unemployment when combined with the 1990 Employment Contracts Act
means that wage workers are now at a substantial disadvantage to their previous position.
Employers have much more scope to negotiate or implement new flexibilities and the removal of
penal rates and other factors which contribute to the costs of production. The impact of this
particular legislation on agriculture is theoretically more limited than in other sectors of the
economy because of the difficulties faced by organised labour and the consequent historically low
levels of unionisation of farm labour. But the critical factor, pervading all sectors of the economy,
particularly agriculture which has never regarded organised labour favourably, is the changed
ideology that underpins this act. An example from each of dairying and apple orcharding
demonstrates this point. In dairying the primary purpose of deregulating the 1937 actgoverning
lower-order sharemilking was to remove the set 29 percent and 39 percent shares and to Ieave the
percentage open to negotiation by the interested parties. The percentages increased to 29 and39
percent through various orders-in-Council after being set at 25 percent and 33.3 percent in 1937
with the purpose of ensuring that sharemilkers earned the equivalent of a living wage (Mau ghan et
al' 1980). Now these lower-order contracts are subject to market forces and tend to be below 29
percent and 39 percent' In the second example, I found no evidence of unionised workers in
either orcharding or in the packing side of the industry although they were present in the past.
New Zealand farming systems require flexible labour, not only in the variable hours that need to be
worked, the wide range of skills that are necessary and the often independent nature of the work. It
is possible that farmers may require their workers to be even more flexible under the current socio-
political conditions' Given that waged labour is having to exhibit more flexibility under the cu'ent
ideology, it is possible that agriculture may now become more amenable to the capitalist form of
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production, that is, to the use of wage labour to operate farming systems rather than as an adjunct
to family labour.

Settler colonisation, bush clearance and land development, the nanow and limited resource base of
New Zealand (Winder 1985), the low level of capital formation (Winder 1985), the increasing
export focus of the dairy industry, and the advent of refrigeration in l88l (Evans 1969) were all
factors which entrenched agricultural production commodities as the mainstay of the New Zealand
economy. A high degree of political support for the farming sector is a feature of New Zealand,s
history, from the time of control of the provincial assemblies by the large run-holders through to
the present day when agriculture still provides more than 50 percent of export income. Real
regulation in the form of legislation has played a key support role for agriculture, and government
has supported farmers in many tangible ways.

Farming in New znaland now takes place under general economic conditions which more closely
resemble other sectors of the deregulated economy. Since 1984 there no longer exists the raft of
direct and indirect financial supports for agriculture which previous governments put in place.
Paradoxically, agriculture has maintained sufficient support in this recent period to resist the
dismantling of producer marketing boards for the export industries even though these structures
have been deregulated in industries serving only the local market (eg, town milk, wheat, tobacco,
eggs and poultry)' Dairy farming was not affected to a great extent by the changes made since
1984 because it had never been heavily subsidised. The pipfruit industry expanded substantially
from the early 1980s onwards and therefore grew with the changes. Ironically, it was taxation
advantages which were partly responsible for attracting urban investment capital to the apple
industry (Monigatti l99l).

Despite the change in the ideology of government in 1984, government has not rescinded the
legislation which gives both industries their distinctive structures - family farms and cooperative
marketing of export production. However, it remains to be seen for how long this type of
legislation can be preserved in the face of mounting pressure for deregulation from the New Right.
The contrasts between the sides in this debate are marked. on the side of maintaining current
structures are small enterprises based on the family - famity farmers or simple commodity
producers' on the other side are large non-farm capitalist organisations which want market
mechanisms applied to agriculture seemingly regardless of the consequences. This sets one forrn
of production against the other in a period when it appears that the penetration of agriculture by
capitalist enterprises has increased. The role of government as legislator, the range of agriculnural
producers and the advocates of the deregulation of cooperative marketing strucfures are therefore
central to this thesis.
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4.3 COOPERATIVE PRODUCTION, PRocESsING AND MARKETING

The existence of producer marketing boards for all the major agricultural export commodities
implies that a degree of cooperation exists in these industries. Cooperation should be considered as
a partial lowering of competition rather than the opposite of it, which is monopoly (Sayer lggzb).
Cooperation has the effect of creating a partial monopoly of producers over users which ,... is a
reversal of the situation under capitalism: not a suspension of economic competition and an
antagonism but a restructuring of its principal axes' (Sayer 1992b:348). Cooperation in New
Zr'aland agriculture has the effect of lowering competition between producers. The differential
levels of cooperation in different farming systems is helpful in explaining the range of industry
structures.

The general principles of cooperation are as set out by the Rochdale pioneers (Carpenter l9Z2;
Hall and Watkins 1937; National Cooperative Raad 1956; Mare 1986; Schroeder l9g3).
Cooperatives are voluntary associations where members are considered on the basis of their
patronage to the cooperative rather than on ownership of capital. Democratic control is preserved
with each member allowed one vote. Limited interest is paid on the capital contributed and
sufficient capital is maintained only to ensure the functioning of the cooperative. patronage rebates
are made according to members' use of the cooperative, with business operations being carried out
at cost to members. The basis of modern cooperatives has changed from these original principles,
especially in terms of share-holdings in cooperatives and the voluntary nature of association.
Taking the New z'e'alanddairy industry as an example, the shareholding by individual members in
their cooperative dairy processing companies is determined by the use they make of the
cooperative processor' For many of the cooperatives in 1993, it was equivalent to one $l share per
20 kilograms of milkfat supplied. These shares are repurchased by the cooperative when a supplier
f eaves and are not therefore available to anyone other than a bona fide supplier. The idea of
voluntary association remains but has been superseded effectively by the evolution of spatial
monopolies by dairy companies and a consequent lack of choice as to which cooperative
processing company to supply.

While altruistic aims have been historically associated with cooperatives, the underlying rationale
is more commonly economic. Stephens (1936a) reported in the 1930s that the primary urge for
cooperation in New Z'ealand agriculture was economic - an attempt to remove the middleman from
the agrocommodity chain in order to retain more profit. This was a response by farmers to their
weakness as many individual producers of undifferentiated commodities in a market with a few
large buyers. The situation is similar today. Indeed, the main defence offered by producer
marketing boards against moves to deregulate them is that cooperative exporting through a single
desk seller is the best way in which New Zealand farmers can compete successfully against
producers from other countries in overseas markets.
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Generally, membership of a cooperative is based on an application to supply or to otherwise make
use of the services for which the cooperative is established. Implicitly, this allows freedom for
new suppliers to become members of a cooperative. A nominal shareholding is purchased as a
condition ofjoining a cooperative. The ownership of cooperatives is therefore somewhat tenuous,
given that the shareholding is nominal, that capital of the cooperative has been built-up by
members who are no longer part of the cooperative and the ownership structures are such that they
are deemed to be owned by the producers. Directors are elected from among the shareholders and
by the shareholders (the suppliers) to run the cooperative business. In the large dairy cooperatives,
farmers are organised into wards to elect their directors in order to provide accountability and
communication. The directors appoint management staff to organise the operations of the
cooperative' The link between family farmers and cooperatives is, therefore, an extremely concrete
one with directors directly responsible to cooperative members and subject to re-election usuallv
on an annual basis.

The degree to which agricultural industries are organised on a cooperative basis varies by industry
although all the producer marketing boards are theoretically under the control of the producers they
represent. This connection is via an elected board of directors made up of a majority of producer-
elected representatives and a variety of other representatives that reflect the structures of each
industry and the role played by the producer board in each industry. Directors additional to the
elected producer representatives are appointed by the boards themselves or by government for their
commercial or other expertise, thus reinforcing the role of government in the persistence of
producer boards. The NZDB has thirteen directors; three are appointed by the New Zealand Dairy
Group (by far the largest cooperative processor of milk in New zealand,consisting of over 5000
suppliers), eight are elected by the other dairy companies on an electoral ward basis under which
system voting is weighted by the share of total milkfat processed and the remaining two are
appointed by the Minister of Agriculture on the recommendation of the NZDB for their commercial
expertise. Cooperatives put forward the candidates from the ranks of their own directors who are
required to be suppliers of milk to a cooperative dairy company in order to be eligible for election
toitsboard.ProducersarethereforerepresentedontheNZDB.T@s
selected-bJ {p-pruLtgrewqrs Federation and two are appointed by the Minj Agriculture and
Fisheries to represent domcsticconsumers. As the NZAptrrtB, flofr-b-ecember 1993, no longer
controls the domestic market, it will be interesting to see if changes are made to these two
directors' The NZDB and the NZAPMB are both funded via compulsory levies based on
contributions which reflect the use made of the boards by each farmer. In the case of the NZDB
the levy is charged on all produce manufactured and is collected by the processor and
incorporated, as a deduction, into dairy company payouts. similarly for apple and pears, the
NZAPMB takes ownership of the fruit at the farm gate and growers' levies (and other costs) are
deducted from the payment for their fruit.
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Dairy farmers and apple orchardists therefore control their boards through a democratic and
frequent electoral process' substantiated by the payment of levies. producer marketing boards are
supported by the producers in these industries and historically by New Zealand governments in
order to retain control of the product close to final demand. More control of the agrocommodity
chain is equivalent to capture of more profit. Without producer marketing boards part of the
surplus retained by producers would be obtained by non-farm enterprises, making the whole
production system more efficient only in terms of lowering the returns to producers.

The dairy industry consists almost entirely of cooperative companies, both for fresh milk supply
and for factory milk. The lack of processing in the apple industry probably accounts for the lack of
cooperatives, but al! ined for export i lvely marleted by the NZApMB.
Corporate dairy farmers and apple growers are part of these indust.yffiE'rvro qrru .pprv 6r\rwcrb intr parr or rnese lnoustry structures. 'I'hese enterprises
are allocated shares in the cooperative dairy companies and can vore on representation in both
industries. The debates surrounding these structures surface in the remaining chapters when it
impinges on industry dynamics. For example, Tasman Agriculture Limited and Apple Fields
Limited each have a director on the boards of the two dairy companies to which they supply milk.
similarly, the corporate apple growers such as Grocorp Pacific Limited, Eastern Equities Limited
and Apple Fields Limited must supply all their export apples ro the NZApMB, a real bone of
contention as far as Apple Fields Limited is concerned. All the different types of enteqprise (or
forms of production) in the dairying and apple orcharding industries therefore market their export
production through their respective producer marketing boards. This provides a static condition for
the analyses in the remaining chapters as all forms of production receive the same return for the
product in each industry, given that payment differentials exist, based on the different grades of
milk and the size and quality of apples.

Political support for the farming sector has been strong in the past and remains a feature of modern
agricultural production in New zealand. Cooperative structures and producer marketing boards
and the legislation which gives them their powers continue to exist in the present era of more-
market politics.

FARM ENTERPRISES

The stages of development which are largely responsible for the present farm ownership and farm
labour structure occumed in the nineteenth century. within a short time from 1g50, most of the
easily useable land, mostly in the South Island, was occupied first by squatters running sheep,
then by runholders on crown leases (Fairweather 1982). In general terms, this occurred first in
the Wairarapa, then in the South Island, and then in the rest of the North Island. The next stage
was the development of landed estates in the 1870s, as free-holding of land developed and
agriculture became, of necessity, more intensive (Fairweather l9g2). This sequence of
development is similar to that of other new territories such as canada, the united states and

4.4
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Australia where farming systems were initially based on extensive pastoralism by capitalist
enterprises, speculators or squatters. In New zealandthe landed estates were then partly replaced
by family farmers producing for the world market, either as land became available through the
break-up of large land-holdings or, more commonly, through land development and bush
clearance in the North Island (Fairweathe r 1982). The subdivision of many of the Iarge estates in
the 1890s heralded the development of the ideology of the family farm (Fairweather l9g2). The
political ideology of the Liberal Government in the 1890s was central to this change, although the
break-up of the large estates was also under way as the economics of farming changed during the
depression (Fairweather 1982). The basic structure of farming enterprises in New Zealand has
changed little since and continues to be dominated by family farms.

Fairweather (1992) provided information relevant to the types of enterprise involved in farming
in New Zealand with his study of agrarian restructuring from 1984 to 1990. He situates his
research within the debate between what he calls the subsumption and survival schools of
agrarian change. Fairweather (1992) found that corporate involvement in farming did not increase
except for two sectors where export prices were relatively buoyant - dairying and horticulture.
He found also that existing farmers were the people buying most of the farmland which changed
hands in this period, and that while pluriactivity had increased since the dramatic changes of
1984, it appeared to be declining by the late 1980s. The scale of farming did generally increase in
the period he analysed,1984 to 1990, but the use of wage labour actually declined. His
conclusion was that the position of family farming in New Zealand,was, if anything,
strengthened' Fairweather (1992) makes the important proviso that evidence supporting one
position, eg subsumption, does not necessarily preclude the other - survival. As an example,
increases in scale are suggested by the subsumption writers as presaging the decline of family
farms, but increasing the scale of their farming operations can equally well be a strategy utilised
by family farmers to ensure their reproduction.

Another source of information is the census of Agriculture. unlike some other countries such as
the United States and Canada, very little data is available that can be used to classify farm
enterprises in New Zealand as either simple commodity producers or capitalist producers, or
indeed, even more simply as family farmers and corporate farmers. proxies for the different
types of enterprise are used in the remainder of this section despite the far from ideal form of
these data.

The total number of farms increased by l3 percent between 1980 and 1990 (Dept. of statistics
l98l' l99l)' The increase in the number of farms in the smaller farm-sizes largely explains this
increase (Figure 4'2)' Latger farms were subdivided into smaller, mostly horticultural farms and
small-holdings owned by urban workers. For example, the number of pipfruit and kiwifruit
orchards increased by 9l and 4l percent respectively between I 9g4 and 1990. However,
extensive farming systems continue to dominate the overall pattem of farming in New Zealand,.
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Dairy, sheep, beef and combinations of these remain numerically superior to other land uses
(Figure 4.3)' It is other, more intensive land uses such as kiwifruit and pipfruit which show the
largest relative increases in numbers of farm by farm-type between 1gg4 and lgg0 (Figure 4.3)
(A full listing of the farm-types as used by the Department of Statistics can be found in
Appendix B). The ability of farmers to switch land use over a relatively short time frame is also
demonstrated in Figure 4.3. For example, there was a large decline in Sheep farming in the l9g4
to 1990 period. This is indicative of the ability of farmers to switch between sheep and beef and,
to a lesser extent, into and out of dairying. This switching is not possible to the same extent in
horticulture due to the lead times for trees to grow and the physical infrastructure required for
different types of orchards.

Figure 4.2 Farms by farm size
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No data is available on the number of family farms in New Zealandbut an indication of the
dominance of the family farm as a type of enterprise can be derived by examining legal status.
Legal status is the type of legal ownership structure of the farm enterprise. Nine categories of
legal status are possible in this classification: individual, partnership, trust, cooperative,
registered private company, registered public company, government, local bodies, state-owned
enterprise, and other. None of these categories are particularly helpful for the purpose of
delineating different forms of production except in an intuitive sense. Individuals are most often
owner-operators. My fieldwork on apple orcharding in Flawke's Bay and on dairying in
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Figure 4.3 Farms by farm-type
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Waimate West indicate clearly that the majorrry-gbgller*ips, trusts and registered private
companies. are also family-based enterprises. (A very d;ll ilmb=.r 
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government ownership are excluded from the data presented here). Individual ownership declined
by 4'3 percent between 1978 and 1992, private companies by 19.2 percent, public companies by
48'l% percent and cooperatives by 44J percent (Figure 4.4). Thenumber of trusts increased by
6'4 percent. Partnerships increased by over 78 percent, representing the biggest change by far
and the only increase apart from trusts. Major factors in this increase could be the recognition of
women in farm households through the creation of legal partnerships between partners and the
large increase in the number of new, mostly horticulfural farms, many of which are husband and
wife partnerships or partnerships of private investors.
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Figure 4.4 Farms by legal status/type of ownership
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Figure 4.5 Farms by average size and legal status
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There is a clear relationship between the scale of operations implied by the size of farms and the
different types of legal ownership (Figure 4.5). Ownership by individuals is characterised by
smaller average farm size while ownership by public companies is characterised by the largest
average farm size. A decline occurred between 1978 and 1990 in the average size of farms in the
three categories which account for more than 80 percent of all farms. For individuals the decline
was a large 23.2 percent, half that for partnerships at I I .5 percent and half again for private
companies at 5-4 percent. Trusts and cooperatives increased their average size by I I and l3
percent respectively. The average size of farms owned by pubtic companies more than doubled,
increasing by over I l0 percent.

Despite the paucity of definitive data, it is clear that family farms dominate farming in New
Zealand at an aggregate level in terms of the number of farms owned by family-based
organisations. It is not possible to determine the situation vis d vis shares of production. An
indicator of this could be provided by using the average size of farms for each legal status as a
proxy for production and thus gaining a share-of-production indicator for each legal status and
farm-type. This would only be a very rough indicator as the proportions of family and non-
family ownership of rnost categories still have to be estimated. It was not considered worthwhile
to proceed with this analysis for this reason, as well as the additional cost of purchasing data
sets of each farm-type by size and legal status. However, this remains an important factor to
analyse from my survey data of dairy farming and apple orcharding.

FARM WORKERS: DATA FROM THE CENSUS oF POPULATION
AND DWELLINGS

The number of farm workers declined absolutely and relatively during the twentieth century in
most developed western countries as production increased due to technological and
biotechnological advbnces. In New Zealand the number of farm workers remains around 120,000,
much as it has been throughout this century @igure a.6). By comparison, the farm labour force
in the United States declined by 73 percent from 13.5 million in l9l0 to 3.5 million in l9g0 and
in Great Britain it declined by I .5 million in l92l to 500,000 in l9g I (Smith and coltrane l9g I ,
and Census of Population l92l-81 in Great Britain, respectively, as cited in Tipples l9g7b).
The total population of New Zealand increased by 135 percent between 1926 and 1991, the total
rural population by 7.5 percent and the number of agricultural workers declined by about five
percent, so there has been a relative decline in the proportion of farm workers. The continually
expanding production by the addition of new land until the 1970s, the general intensification of
production throughout the period, and the development of new and more intensive land uses,
especially horticulture during the 1980s all contribute to the steady absolute figure of agricultural
labour in New Zealand.

4.5
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Figure 4.6 Proportions of farm workers, rural population and urban population
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Source, Census of Population, Census of Agriculture, Tipples Igg7b.

The Census of Population and Dwellings provides data by industry and occupation. Industry
data for 1986 suggest that 132,739 people were involved in agriculture, hunting and fishing
compared to 93,834 according to the occupation data. The differential can be explained by
indushies classified as agriculture, hunting and fishing in l99l are self-employed, and similarly,
60 percent of the 93,834 workers described in the occupation data as being market oriented
animal producers are self-employed (Dept. of Statistics 1993a). There has been an economy-
wide increase in self-employment, from less than l5% of the work force in lggl to more than
20% in I 991 (Dept. of Statistics 1993a). Even so, this data emphasises the dominance of owner-
operators in agriculture in New Zealand.

In chapter 3, self-employed workers were categorised as either owner-operators, contract-
owner-operators, or as contractors either with or without employees. It is an important
distinction as changes in the relative proportions of each can possibly mean changes in the social
relations of production. The number of self-employed people who employ other workers
decreased from 45 percent in l97l to about 33 percent in l99l which implies an increase in the
proportion of self-employed who do not employ others (Dept. of Statistics 1993a). This trend
may help to explain the approximately one-third decline in permanent agricultural employees
between 1976 and 1989, from 37,578 to 25,180. Little more can be derived from the census of
Population and Dwellings data.
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4.6 APPLYING DATA FROM THE CENSUS OF AGRICTJLTT]RE TO THE
TYPOLOGY OF WORK RELATIONS

The previously developed typology of work relations (Figure 3.3) is used as a framework for
analysis in this section. The typology is applied to the categories in the employment question of
the Census of Agriculture (Figure 4.7).The analysis here is preceded by definitions of types of
workers from the Census of Agriculture and a critique of the way the data from the employment
question in the Census of Agriculture is presented by the Department of Statistics.

The format of the employment question changed only in terms of its presentation during the
1984 to 1990 period (Appendix F). The following definitions of types of workers in the
employment question is from the 1983/84 Agricultural Statistics published by the Department
of Statistics and are unchanged from l9g4 to 1990:

- Working owners, leaseholders and sharemilkers includes only those who have a financial or
managing interest in the farm and exclude wives and husbands who do not have either a financial
or managing interest in the farm.

- Unpaid family members includes any members of the family or relatives who assist unpaid in
the actual running of the farm

- Permanent part-time employees work less than 30 hours per week on the farm on a continuing
basis

- Permanent full-time employees work more than 30 hours per week on the farm on a continuing
basis

- Casual workers are employed for temporary or seasonal work such as fruit picking

The classification of unpaid family members is problematic because of the way that the
information is collected and the description 'unpaid'. The answer to the question in the Census of
Agriculture is self-defined, and Pomeroy's (1986) interpretation is that respondents categorise
themselves as unpaid if they do not receive a formal wage. In her 1986 study of sheep and beef
farming she established from her questionnaires that unpaid family members, while receiving no
formal wage' actually had'... some call upon farm income and may be incorporated into the
ownership structure as trust beneficiaries, minor shareholders, or through intemal leasing
anangements'(Pomeroy 1986:203). This conclusion makes good common sense as members of
the family ultimately benefit from the reproduction of the farm. But this interpretation also
disguises the real benefits of having family members living on the farm and available for tasks
that may only take a short time, but which would be impossible for only one person to
undertake alone' Bringing the cows to the farm dairy while the milker is preparing for milking is
one example. Another is the assistance given by family members in feeding-out. A myriad of
more minor tasks are performed by members of farm families which are not accounted for by
payment of any kind. Considerable and complex arrangements with paid workers become
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necessary if such labour is not available for these tasks, so this category of worker is an
important part of farming in New Zealand.

Distinctions are made in the census question between full-time (30 hours or more per week) and
part-time (less than 30 hours per week) and between male and female workers. The question also
identifies casual wage workers. This gives two discrete variables for each category $able 4.2).
The categories in Table 4.2have four variables: male full-time and part-time and female full-time
and part-time. Information is also available on the number of farms for each of the four
categories. But there is a lack of integrity in the data between the two overall types of farm
worker in terms of the work relations typology developed in Chapter 3 - owner-operators and
their unpaid family workers (Working owners, leaseholders and sharemilkers and unpaid
members of the family, codes 460 and 461 inthe questionnaire) and wage workers (paid farm
employees, codes 462 and 463). While data is collected on a per farm basis, the significant
potential for analysis of the social relations of production and integration of this with analysis of
the factors of production is lost because of the way that the database for the employment
question is assembled. No data per-farm is available at an aggregate (national) or other spatial
(region or county) level. Rather, data is available on the Number of farms with Working owners,
sharemilkers and leaseholders, the Number of farms with Unpaid family, the Number of farms
with Permanent full-time employees, the Number of farms with Permanent part-time employees,
and the Number of farms with Casual employees February and June. This structure is useful to a
certain extent but farm enterprises are not organised in these neat classes - family farms are in
many cases run with only family labour but production is also in many cases organised using off-
farm wage or contract labour. Owner-operator and wage labour need to be pulled together using
aggregated per farm data rather than aggregated types of labour on their own. This analysis
proceeds without being able to overcome these shortcomings. A re-specification of this database
can be found in Appendix G.

Table 4.2 Possible types of workers

Types of worker Gender Full-time Part-time
Owner-operator (460 equivalent) Male * *

Female * *

Unpaid family (461 equivatent) Male * *

Female * tr

Wages - Permanent June (463 part equivalent) Male tr *

Female rt rt

Wages - Casual June (463 part equivalent) Male * *

Female * *
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The category of unpaid family workers (code 461 in the census question) is directly comparable
with unpaid family workers in the typology (Figure 4.7). Similarly, code 463 for waged workers
is equivalent although managers and family workers are not distinguished from non-family and
non-manager wage workers. Sharemilkers, who can be classified as sharecroppers in the typology
of work relations, are included with working owners and leaseholders as code 460 in the
questionnaire. This allows less differentiation than is desired in the typology. Farm contractors
are specifically excluded from the Census of Agriculture employment question. There have been
only partial censuses of contracting and the last was in lg84/85.In comparing the data from this
census and the only previous one, in 1979/80, the changes that occurred were a fall in all types of
workers. The fall in waged workers was greater than the l2 percent and seven percent falls for
working owners and unpaid family workers, respectively.

Figure 4.7 Applying the employment question to the typology of work relations

Data from 1980 to 1992 on working owners, unpaid family workers, permanent full-time
employees' perrnanent part-time employees, and casual employees is summarised in Figure 4.g,
with the actual changes shown in Table 4.3. An increased proportion of women working in
agriculture is identifiable from this data. A full analysis of this feminisation is contained in
Appendix H. The number of workers in all categories declined between l9g0 and 1992, except
for unpaid family workers and a very small increase in paid casual employees. Total
employment declined by nearly l0 percent. A small fall in the largest category (working owners)
and large declines in paid permanent employees accounts for this decrease. So, at an aggregate
level, paid employment in agriculture declined significantly and unpaid family work increased. It
should be noted that unpaid family workers make-up a small proportion of the total agricultural
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labour force. I now consider the changes which have occurred within each of these categories of
workers during this period. These are analysed, by the number of farms which have each type of
worker, and by full-time, part-time and gender.

Figure 4.8 Farm workers in New Zealandag.icultu." 
t"
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Sources: Savage, 1990; Unpublished tables, Department of Statistics; published tables, Department of Statistics,
various years.

Note I : Data is not avuilable for the June I 99 1 year and has not been purchase:d for the June I 9g9 year. The
aversge of the immediately preceding and following years is used as an approximation.

Note 2: Datafor 1992 for "l[/orking owners, etc" is February data as this is rhe only date now askedfor in the
Census of Agriculture.

Note 3: Each category consists offour sub-categories: malefull-time, femalefutl-time, male part-time andfemale
parhtime.

Data is available for working owners, etc and unpaid family workers only from 1980 to 1990.
Over 53,000 farms were operated by working owners, leaseholders or sharemilkers in 1990. This
was a decline of ten percent from 1980 (Figure 4.9). Full-time males represent 80 percent of total
full-time working owners. The number of full-time males declined by ten percent over this
period, and the number part-time male working owners declined by 17 percent. In aggregate, male
working owners declined by over I I percent. In contrast, the number of female full-time and
part-time working owners increased by 43 and 36 percent respectively. The comparatively high
increase in females stands-out and may reflect a variety of factors such as better recording of the
role of women on family farms, an increased economic need of women to work in times of
downturn in the profitability of the various farming systems, or a formalisation of women's
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participation in the ownership of farms. Overall, an increase in working owners should have been
expected over this period as the total number of farms in New Zealand increased by about ten
percent. This increase did not occur and the number of working owners actually declined by one
percent. The increase in the number of urban workers living on smallholdings may also help to
explain this result.

Table 4.3 Changes in numbers of different types of agricultural workers

Type of worker

Number of
workers in

1980

oh of total
work force

in 1980

Number of
workers in

1992

%o of total
work force

in 1992

7o change
1980 to

1992

Permanent employees 35,362 22 25,876 t7 -27

Casual employees 11,077 7 I I,106 7 0

Total employees 46,439 29 36,992 25 -20

Working owners 88,023 55 84,515 56 -4

Unpaid family workers 24,792 t6 28,257 t9 t4

Total employment 159,254 100 149,754 100 -10

sources: Department of statistics, census of Agriculture, various years.

Between 1980 and 1990, the number of farms using unpaid family workers increased by 23
percent to just under 17,000 - about one in five farms in New Zealand. The total number of
unpaid family workers increased by over I I percent (Figure 4.10). The number of unpaid female
family workers increased by nearly 20 percent compared to a three percent increase for men, and
by 1990 there were more women than men in this category. Most of this was due to a decrease
of over eight percent in the number of full-time men. There were twice as many part-time unpaid
family workers as full-time in 1980 and this statistic was unchanged in 1990. The overall increase
in all categories of unpaid family workers disguises two distinct stages in the l9g0 to 1990
period: the number of unpaid family workers increased substantially (by 50 percent) between
1980 and 1986, and then declined sharply by 1990. It is possible to suggest some conclusions
from these data. If the long-run declines in the per-unit farm gate returns for dairy and apple
production identified in Chapter I are indicative of agriculture in general, then the overall increase
in the total number of unpaid family workers may be interpreted as a response to declining real
income of farmers. The increase in women and the decline of full-time men as unpaid family
workers may indicate more off-farm work (pluriactivity) by men in response to changes in farm
incomes.
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Figure 4.9 All farm-types - working owners, leaseholders, sharemilkers
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Figure 4.10 All farm-types - Unpaid family workers
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The period considered for full-time and part-time permanent wage workers is 1982 to 1992
(Figures 4.1 I and 4.12 respectively). Permanent employees remain as the largest category of
worker (17 percent in 1992) after working owners (56 percent). The number of farms employing
full-time wage workers increasedby 12 percent while the number of permanent full+ime workers
decreased by 12 percent (Figure 4. I I ). The number of full-time women employees increased
slightly and men dropped by over 14 percent. The proportion of women full-time workers
increased as the ratio of men to women fell from 7:l in 1982 to 6:1 in 1992. These data indicate
that more farms are employing less workers. This means that there were less permanent full-time
workers per farm in 1992 than in 1982.

Permanent part-time employees are much less important than are full-time workers as they
number only a quarter of full-time workers. Less than one in l6 farms employed permanent part-
time workers in 1990. When they did, it was at a ratio of 1.5 workers per farm, the same as it
was in 1982. All the trends in Figure 4.12 are downwards with women employees decreasing by
a larger percentage than men: the number of farms employing permanent part-time workers was
down 3l percent; the number of men employed permanently on a part-time basis was down l4
percent; and the number of women employed permanently on a part-time basis was down 3g
percent (Figure 4.12). Women were more common than men as perrnanent part-time employees
with a ratio of |.32:l in 1982, but this reversed by 1992 with women being at a ratio of 0.95: l to
men.

Data is available from 1980 to 1992 for casual workers. About one in l5 farms employed casual
workers in 1992, a similar proportion to 1980. The number of farms employing paid casual
workers decreased by nearly 40 percent but the total number of casual workers increased by 26
percent. The number of male and female casual employees moved in opposite directions. There
were 20 percent more women casual workers than men in 1980. By 1992,a dramatic tum-round
occurred with men outnumbering women by two to one (Figure 4.13). More casual workers were
therefore being employed on less farms in 1992 than in 19g0.

To summarise, the number of owner-operators were relatively stable, unpaid family workers
increased by over eleven percent, the number of full-time workers declined, part-time workers
declined at twice the rate of full-time, and the number of casual workers increased. This is within
the context of a ten percent decrease in the total number of workers in agriculture. Owner-
operators and their unpaid family labour outnumbered all wage workers (permanent full-time,
permanent part-time and casual) by a factor of 2.43 in 1982. This increased to a ratio of over
three to one by 1992. This ratio would probably be higher in reality as some of the paid
employees would have been members of farm families which operate farms. The highest possible
number of farms which employ labour other than family workers was 22,070 in 1990, just over
one quarter of all farms. Almost three-quarters of all farms do not therefore employ any labour
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Figure 4.ll All farm-types - Permanent Fuil-time paid workers, June
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Figure 4.12 All farm-types - Permanent part-time paid workers
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Figure 4.13 All farm-types - Casual workers, lgg0-lgg2
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external to the family. Permanent workers, whether full-time or part-time, declined slightly
overall, and casual female workers declined sharply. These changes represent an overall decline in
wage workeis, particularly part-timers, balanced partly by a small increase in unpaid family
labour.

The gender division of labour in agriculture also altered in an incremental way between l9g0 and
1992.Male workers declined in all categories except casual, most noticeably in unpaid part-time
(-24%), and least noticeably in full-time owner-operators - the biggest class of worker by far.
Full-time female workers increased but part-time all decreased. Men outnumber women by three
to one, but a small feminisation of agricultural workers occurred between 1980 and 1992.
Reasons for this can only be estimated. More realistic counting of the contribution of women in
agricultural production is one possible explanation although this certainly does not account for
the decline in part-time women workers, the class with the greatest decline. The increase in
unpaid full-time, female family workers may be explained by an increased requirement for unpaid
family contributions to farm work in the more stringent economic conditions of the period.

These data from the Census of Agriculture provide trends at an aggregate level. Each industry
will have a particular set of work relations and the dynamics of changes in each industry. So the
usefulness of these data are limited but it does provide an overall picture to fit to the political
economy of farming provided earlier in this chapter. The most common enterprise in New

No.
with
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Zealand agriculture is clearly the family farm, which employs liule or no labour extemal to the
family.

4.7 CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of this chapter was to describe the continuing importance of agriculture to the New
Zealand economy, propose a political economy of farming in New Zealand,and describe the
cooperative nature of the dairying and pipfruit industries. In so doing I provided a description of
the context within which apple production and dairy farming are undertaken. Agriculture has
been and remains very important to New Zealand. Successive governments of different political
flavours have protected and sustained agriculture and those involved in the various farming
systems. This type of policy is now under serious threat from the ideology of the New Right.
The impact of this ideology on producers in the two industries and the structure of those
industries will be analysed in the remaining chapters.

I then changed focus and presented a description of enterprises and workers in agriculture in
New Zealand, mostly by using data from various censuses. The data all had deficiencies but were
sufficient to confirm that New Zealand agriculture is dominated by family farms, that family
workers are the most common type of workers and that the number of wage workers have
declined in the period since 1980. This confirms Fairweather's analysis of l992that, despite the
pressures created for farmers by the rapid restructuring undertaken in New Zealandsince 1984.
family farms have proved to be quite resilient.

As was concluded in Chapter 3, farming systems which are dominated by certain types of
enterprises tend to have particular structures. In the case of the apple and dairying industries,
these are cooperative structures. The family farms of New Zealandoperate at all sorts of scales,
but in terms of their farm size, family farms dominate the smaller and average farm sizes. In
contrast, the few public companies involved in farming operate at a much greater scale. We know
little of the way that production is actually organised in these cases. The purpose of the rest of
this thesis is to investigate dairy farming and apple orcharding to discover the actual social
relations of production in these industries. Specifically, the aim is to analyse the range of work
relations and forms of production which are found to exist.
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